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Abstract

In Tasmania, Bush Dance is a strong tradition of community social dance featuring live music and

a dance caller. Although clearly rooted in the musical heritage of the Celtic diaspora, in recent years many

of these dances have increasingly incorporated tunes and dances unique to the island. This thesis examines

the recent social and cultural history of Bush Dance Music in Tasmania. It describes the catalysts behind

the current movement among Tasmanian musicians who perform tunes drawn from collected Tasmanian

Heritage repertoire and expand the performance tradition with newly written tunes. This research is based

upon ethnomusicological fieldwork conducted in Tasmania between November 2012 and March 2013.

Case studies of the Tasmanian Heritage Fiddle Ensemble and the Primary School Dance Program

illustrate how this tradition is intrinsically linked to concepts of Tasmanian identity. The makeup of a

dance band and the unique nature of the Bush Dance Music community is explored through interviews

with musicians, dancers and dance callers. This thesis also explores the research by local musicians and

their recent small-scale publications of tunes and dances found in historical sources and rural communities

throughout Tasmania that has prompted a new Heritage Music and Dance movement within the Bush Dance

scene. This thesis fills a gap in the literature and advances the knowledge of Bush Dance Music in Tasmania.
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1 INTRODUCTION

1 Introduction

I attended my first Tasmanian Bush Dance in September of 2010 while on holiday during an

undergraduate semester exchange at the University of Melbourne. As a fiddle player, dance musician,

and dancer in the Contra Dance scene in the United States, my interest in the Bush Dancing traditions in

Australia came out of a desire to know what was happening in traditions of similar background to Contra

Dance1. While in Melbourne during my exchange, I began researching Bush Dancing in Australia to create

a bibliography for a hypothetical paper for a course on the Ethnography of Music. I also attended a number

of Colonial Dances and Bush Dances around Melbourne where I danced and joined the bands on the fiddle.

During the mid-semester break that year, I spent ten days in Tasmania with some of my good

friends from the College of Charleston and later band mates in our contra dance band, Shady Groove. They

introduced me to Cathy Hutchinson and David Wanless, leaders of the Folk Federation of Tasmania, and

over the short period I was in Tasmania we attended numerous dances and jam sessions, a rehearsal with

the Tasmanian Heritage Fiddle Ensemble, and a fundraiser dance with the Hobart Old Time String Band. I

was excited to hear new music and see dances in a variety of formations contrasting to the continuous long

sets of ’improper’ couples that I was used to in the Contra Dance scene in the United States2. I began to

hear bits and pieces about music unique to Tasmania at these dances, rehearsals, and sessions and I wanted

to learn more about what and who was creating and maintaining this fascinating musical culture. I started

asking the musicians and dancers what they knew about the music and dance around them and searching

for documentation and other research on these traditions. I soon discovered that the traditions in Tasmania

were really special and there was very little publicly available research related to Tasmanian Bush Dancing

and cognate traditions.

Between my experiences in Tasmania in 2010 and exploring the resources available to complete a

hypothetical project on Bush Dance Music in Australia as a whole, I began to find that apart from booklets

only available through workshop attendance at Festivals, there was very little material published on these

traditions. When I returned to the United States in 2011, I knew that I needed to come back to Tasmania and

learn more about these traditions. Thanks to support from the Australian-American Fulbright Commission,

I was able to return to Australia and commence research in July of 2012 as a Fulbright Postgraduate scholar.

This paper comes primarily out of five months of fieldwork in Tasmania over the summer of 2012 - 2013.

During this time I attended jam sessions, rehearsals, the Cygnet Folk Festival, holiday parties with some of

the families heavily involved in the dance music scene, and most importantly dances held in various venues
1Called social dance with Anglo-Celtic origins. In this thesis I use Anglo-Celtic meaning originating from the British Isles includ-

ing English, Irish, or Scottish origins.
2In a ’proper’ set, couples line up with all of the men (leads) on one side and all of the ladies (follows) on the opposite side. In an

’improper’ set, the couples alternate so every other person is of the opposite gender (or dance role).

1



1.1 The Bush Dance 1 INTRODUCTION

around the state. I also attended the Music Under the Southern Cross Summer School in January of 2013

and the National Folk Festival in Canberra in March of 2013 with some Tasmanian musicians to see how

the scene on the mainland interacts and influences the scene in Tasmania.

1.1 The Bush Dance

So what is Bush Dancing? Through my experiences and research, I have come to the considered

conclusion that the concept of a Bush Dance implies a family-friendly social dance that evokes a sense of

national and local pride. At its simplest, a Bush Dance is a folk dance to live, acoustic music featuring a

dance caller who teaches the dance and reminds dancers of the sequence of steps. The term Bush Dance

is controversial in meaning and connotation. However I feel that it is the most commonly understood term

to indicate a social community dance of Australian traditions. This term came into use in the 1970s when

folk-rock Bush bands such as the Bushwackers staged dances led by a dance caller and incorporated various

folk-style dances to the tune of Anglo-Celtic tunes, mainly jigs and reels. Not everyone I interviewed was

comfortable with using the terms Bush Dance and Bush Dance Music to describe the traditions I explore

in this thesis; some felt that Tasmanian Heritage Dance and Tasmanian Heritage Music more accurately

described the traditions. I use the term Bush Dance to describe, in general, the collective folk dances that

have become a part of the Australian and Tasmanian tradition.

Bush Dancing reached a peak in popularity in Tasmania in the early 1980s. A portion of my

research looks more specifically at a secondary movement of Tasmanian Heritage music and dance that

began in the late 1990s and early 2000s that I will explain in detail in Chapter 3. Today the Bush Dance as

a concept seems to mean a social dance with a community focus reminiscent of Australian history with live

music and a dance caller. A typical dance will run from around 7 or 8 in the evening to 11 or so at night.

Generally, everyone is expected to bring a plate of food to share and there is a supper or tea break halfway

through the evening that gives people a chance to socialise since it is difficult to talk while dancing. Through

interviews with callers and musicians I have gathered that when they are asked to host a Bush Dance for a

private function, the organisers desire an evening that has elements of Australian and Tasmanian tradition

as well as a fun, lively evening of participatory entertainment.

There are many cognate folk dance traditions and movements that have led to the current Bush

Dance concept in Tasmania. As colonists settled Tasmania in the mid 1800s, they brought with them

dancing traditions from Europe. In the larger centres of Hobart and Launceston, the desire to keep up with

the latest trends from Europe and the Americas including ballroom style couples dances in the early 1900s

meant that the earlier “traditional music” sound was gradually pushed out and replaced. In the more rural

areas, older style dances survived and aural traditions meant that gradual modifications to dances and tunes

developed and became a part of the local tradition. Anglo-Celtic dances and tunes from the Scottish, English

and Irish settlers were some of the first to take hold in homes, sheds and halls. Some of the international

2



1.1 The Bush Dance 1 INTRODUCTION

dance trends gradually filtered into Tasmania and after flourishing briefly in the urban centers, persisted

for over a century in rural communities alongside the Anglo-Celtic dances and tunes. The Folk music

revival that started in the 1950s on the mainland of Australia and picked up speed in the 1960s and 70s

also influenced the current identity of Bush Dancing. There was a generational split in the continuation

of tradition in many places at this time and the emphasis of the Folk Revival on Celtic music during this

period may have masked the survival some of the older “traditions.” The dances that have endured include

the Schottische,Varsovienna, The Lancers, The Alberts, Mazurka, Polka Mazurka, One Hop Polka, Three

Step Polka, Galop, Pride of Erin, Waltz Cotillion, Royal Irish Quadrille, Parisian Quadrille, Barn Dance,

and Sir Roger de Coverly. Some of the surviving dances such as The Alberts have gradually taken on

regional variations. Local composers have added to the dance and music repertoire and continue to add to

the canon today.

The music played for these dances includes a range of jigs, reels, polkas, mazurkas, polka-mazurkas,

waltzes, and schottisches. In some instances dances are tied to specific tunes but more often the dance just

requires a tune of the right meter. Some bands have a repertoire of highly polished sets of tunes arranged to

fit specific dances and others may arrange tunes into sets on short notice. These tunes are commonly played

on melodeons (diatonic button accordions), concertinas, harmonicas, fiddles, mandolins, banjo-mandolins,

banjos, pianos, brass, and various percussion instruments such as the tea chest bass, and the lagerphone.

Found in various combinations in dance bands, there generally is a wide range of pitches present on the

instruments in any given band.

Throughout Tasmania, concertinas and accordions (both button and piano style) are known as

Windjammers. Until recently, Windjammers were favored as instruments for dance because they are loud,

easily portable, capable of a full sound and much easier to learn then the fiddle. The percussiveness of

dance music and the need for strong beat markers made Windjammers an ideal instrument for the core of

the band. Windjammers were the fad instrument at the time Tasmania was being settled and were quite

common before acoustic guitars became popular. Diatonic button accordions were invented in 1829 and

grew in popularity quickly, becoming quite common in popular music in the early half of the 20th century.

British companies including Lachenal and Wheatstone exported accordions to Australia very early on in

their history “supplying an eager market, especially on the gold fields, from the 1850s onwards” (Fahey,

2005). The melodeon was available in one-row and two-row instruments. The basic melodeon has one row

of 10 treble keys, and 4 bass keys. The instrument was fairly loud and, with its distinctive pumping action,

“ideal for dance music” (Fahey, 2005). The popularity of melodeons and the their limited ability to change

keys meant that the key of the local melodeon often dictated the tunes that were played and also caused

tunes to be played in different keys in different areas. In recent years the Windjammers seem to have fallen

out of fashion and only a handful of older players play them.

For a Bush Dance to take place, there must be a dance caller who acts as the master of ceremonies.

3



1.2 Methodology 1 INTRODUCTION

Their role is to coordinate the evening and get everyone up and participating in the dances. They choose

the dances to be taught and danced and coordinate the band and dancers. There are essentially two types

of bands that play for Bush Dances. The first is the community band, all-comers band or pick-up band that

welcomes members of any level to join in. The second type of band is what I will call the professional

band. Professional bands are often small bands that have a polished repertoire and perform for money.

Professional bands are often hired to play dance music for corporate gigs, weddings, and fundraisers in

addition to community dances. All of this will be explored further in later chapters.

1.2 Methodology

I have approached this research as a musician and practitioner rather then purely as a scholar. As

a fiddle player, dance musician and dancer myself, an important part of my research was participating in

events by being an active member of the goings on either by sitting in with the band, or dancing. I spent

two and a half weeks in September of 2012 and 4 months over the summer from mid-November 2012 to

mid-March 2013 in Tasmania attending events and interviewing musicians and members of the Bush Dance

scene. I also returned to Tasmania briefly in May 2013 to give a presentation for the Musicological Society

of Australia, Tasmania Chapter, on my research.

The island of Tasmania that is home to the music of this study is the 26th largest island in the world.

At roughly 350 km in length and 300 km wide, it is home to over 500,000 people. This southern state is

separated from the mainland of Australia by roughly 240 km of the Bass Strait. To paint a quick picture

of the island, the cool, often wet climate is heavily affected by the roaring 40s winds that rip through from

the west dumping rain over the wild mountainous western portions of the state. The northern, eastern, and

southern parts of the state are slightly flatter and usually sunnier and are home to the majority of the state’s

residents, farms, and cities. On the maps in Figures 1.1-1.3, I have highlighted points of interest for places

mentioned throughout this thesis. These maps were created using the Google Maps Engine and can be

viewed in their entirety at https://mapsengine.google.com/map/edit?mid=z5Qc_HUkb8CA.kokeOv8UilU4

I was fortunate to be able to attend and participate in many dances during my stay in Tasmania.

These included a number of dances run by the Folk Federation of Tasmania in Hobart, a few private events

including some informal house dances, a bush dance in an old apple shed on Bruny Island, workshops

and dances at Cygnet Folk Festival, and an old time dance in Sulphur Creek. I attended many formal and

informal music sessions in Liffey, Cygnet and Hobart without dancers present during my stay in Tasmania

and I also played regularly with the Tasmanian Heritage Fiddle Ensemble and the Hobart Old Time String

Band.

A major part of my research was conducting interviews with musicians, dancers and dance callers

that have been participating in the Bush Dance scene in Tasmania. In total, I conducted 39 interviews over

my fieldwork period. The full list of interviewees and locations appears in Appendix A.. Each participant

4
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1.2 Methodology 1 INTRODUCTION

Figure 1.1: Map of Tasmania with points of interest marked

Figure 1.2: Map of north Western Tasmania
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1.2 Methodology 1 INTRODUCTION

Figure 1.3: Map of Southern Tasmania: Hobart and Surrounds

was given a plain language statement that explained the project and signed a consent for as approved by

the Human Research Ethics Committee. These interviews were tailored to each individual and how they

participate, or had participated, in the scene primarily during the period of the last 40 years. In some

respects, because I am not from Tasmania, people opened up to me and shared a lot of stories that they

might not have if I was a regular member of the music and dance scene there. Many of the people I

interviewed spoke quite candidly with me about their experiences and while most of these stories did not

make it into the final thesis, they made the interview process enjoyable and many will be on record for

future researchers to explore3.

I engaged in a dialogue with many of my interlocutors beyond these interviews, sharing drafts of

sections of this thesis and verifying facts that were described during interviews. In addition to conducting

my own interviews, I made two trips to the National Library in Canberra to listen to many of the oral

history recordings of Tasmanian musicians and dancers that have been archived there. There was also some

exchange of musical traditions during my visits to Tasmania. In September of 2012, I was asked to give

a small workshop on Contra Dance music to the Hobart Old Time String Band and perform with them at

the next Folk Federation of Tasmania dance. Canberra fiddle player, Rob Mahoney, taught a workshop at

Cygnet Folk Festival in January 2013 on Contra Dance music and invited me to join in. At the conclusion

of the workshop we also played for a Contra Dance at the festival. I was also invited to teach a workshop
3I am hoping to deposit copies in the National Library of Australia Oral History Collection and possibly the State Library of

Tasmania.

6



1.3 Literature 1 INTRODUCTION

on double stops and drones at the Music Under the Southern Cross Celtic Summer School in January 2013.

This study is significant in that it will fill a gap in the literature and advance the knowledge on Bush

Dance Music in Tasmania. What makes Tasmania so interesting is the enthusiasm and effort in reviving

collected traditions within community and among youth while also encouraging growth and collaboration.

1.3 Literature

In creating a context for this study, I looked to publications on dance music traditions within

Australia. This led me to works by Shirley Andrews, Peter Ellis, and Graeme Smith. In particular, Smith

has published Singing Australian: A History of Country and Folk Music (2005) and “Celtic Australia: Bush

Bands, Irish Music, Folk Music, and the New Nationalism” (2003). The latter is a chapter in Celtic Modern:

Music at the Global Fringe (Stokes and Bohlman 2003) and stresses the Irish influences on the Bush band

and the use of the Bush band in creating a sense of national Australian identity. I found this sense of identity

magnified when looking at Tasmanian Bush Dance music in particular.

Shirley Andrews, who was based in Melbourne until her death in 2001, began research into early

Australian dances for the Victorian Folk Music Club in 1959 and was closely involved with the organization

of the first two National Folk Festivals in 1967 and 1968 in Melbourne. Andrews published Take Your

Partners: Traditional Dancing in Australia (1979) as well as earlier editions that appeared in a booklet

form in 1974, 1976 and 1978. As stated on the inside cover of the 1979 edition, this book was the “first

comprehensive study of Australian [colonial] dances.” As Ellis later described, Andrews’ publication of

Take Your Partners formalized folk dance in Australia by providing descriptions and dance references in

print (Ellis, 2013: Part 2).

In multiple publications, Peter Ellis has written about Colonial Dancing traditions in Australia,

with a particular focus on Victoria and New South Wales. Ellis’s books The Merry Country Dance: A

Description and Social History of Colonial and Old Time Dance and Music (2005) along with three volumes

of Collector’s Choice of Music for Old Time, New Vogue and Modern Ballroom Dances in Australia (1986-

1988) and The Waltz, The Polka and all kinds of Dance Music: Colonial and Old Time Social Dance Tunes

in Australia (2007) are primarily volumes of tunes accompanied by descriptive and analytical introductions

to the volumes describing their contents and background. Ellis often expresses disenchantment with the

way Bush Dances are often held. In a six part series of articles titled Bush Dance Evolution published in

“Trad & Now” magazine in 2013, he describes the current status of these dances:

From the turn into the 21st century, bush and folk dance has largely disappeared in popu-

larity from the school and university arena and that which has evolved under the ’bush dance’

name in the Colonial and folk dance circuit is also quite removed from that of the second half of

the 20th century. Bush Dance today has developed into a complex mix of traditions and newly

composed dances that invariably requires fairly extensive workshopped programme dance by

7



1.4 Framework 1 INTRODUCTION

dance and actually there’s almost zilch of true Australian heritage included.

He goes on to describe how nearly 50% of the dances chosen by Andrews for Take Your Partners were Celtic

or British folk dance that had been danced in Australia in the colonial period as ballroom dances. Inadver-

tently, Andrews promoted a focus on the Celtic style ’folkie dances’ as part of the Australian tradition that,

according to Ellis (2013) she later came to regret. Although some of these Celtic related ballroom dances

were popular, Ellis felt that “they never occupied as much as 50% of the programme in the real Australian

tradition” (Ellis, 2013: Part 2). The larger proportion of dances prior to Andrews’ influence were mainly of

continental European origin consisting of numerous Waltzes and multi-figure Quadrilles alternated with the

Galop, Polka Mazurka, Varsoviana, Schottische and the ever popular Polka of the 1840s. According to Ellis

(2013: Part 2), Andrews later came to realize almost all of our ’folk’ dances came directly to Australia as the

latest fashionable ballroom dances of the 18th and 19th century, not as folk dances. Many of the European

and British dances found in the ballroom had been adopted from earlier folk dances and were dressed up by

the dancing masters; these ’civilized versions’ then travelled the world like wildfire. However, in Australia

they later “percolated back from [high] society to the lower classes [in] a type of folk process [which] then

gradually transformed these ballroom dances [back] into dances of the people” (Ellis, 2013: Part 2). These

eventually became the folk dances of Australia, and the music often moved from formal score to a simple

fiddler and Windjammer or maybe even the piano.

Andrews (2003: 101) makes it quite clear in her entry on Bush Dance in the compendium Currency

Companion to Australian Music and Dance that she did not approve of the low standards of Bush Dancers

and musicians. It seems that as a dance instructor she wanted things done well and with good dance form

rather then purely for enjoyment. Interestingly, Shirley Andrews did not formally use the term Bush Dance

until the bicentennial year in 1988, adding to the notion that a Bush Dance is a nationalistic attribute (Ellis,

2013: Part 2). Jointly, Andrews and Ellis published Two Hundred Dancing Years and How to Celebrate

them with a Colonial Ball in 1988 as a celebration of Australia’s bicentenary.

I will explore in detail in Section 3.2, the music and dance resources produced by Tasmanian

Musicians and Dance Callers in recent years.

1.4 Framework

The aim of this study is to gain an overview of the Bush Dance Music scene in Tasmania over

the past fifty years as to what catalysts and events have influenced the current scene. I set out to inter-

view Tasmanian musicians, dancers, and dance callers with the idea of gaining an understanding of how

individuals interacted with the scene, contributed to it, and perceived Tasmanian Bush Dancing and music.

In the process, I uncovered several themes, which appear throughout these chapters. The first is a strong

sense of place and connection to the landscape and natural environment of Tasmania. Second is the sense of

social connection and responsibility to the community that is present within the Bush Dance Music scene.

8



1.4 Framework 1 INTRODUCTION

Thirdly is a strong connection to history through collecting and reviving past traditions. Finally, and most

excitingly, is the collective feeling of freedom to expand on traditions and create new material. While

historical material is being collected and revived, what I experienced and will be describing includes how

new additions in both music and dance are encouraged and the tunes and dances that are being revived are

incorporated and celebrated rather then becoming museum pieces. In contextualizing this thesis within an

Ethnomusicological paradigm and creating my research framework, I have turned to the writings of Thomas

Turino, Martin Stokes, Malcolm Chapman, Mark Slobin, and Graeme Smith.

Thomas Turinos Music as Social Life: The Politics of Participation resonated closely with my

understanding of the social dynamics present in the Tasmanian Bush Dance scene. His concept of partici-

patory performance where there are “no artist-audience distinctions, only participants and potential partici-

pants performing different roles” is central to the way the Tasmanian Bush Dance Scene functions (Turino,

2008: 26). There are some presentational aspects to the Tasmanian Dance Scene in that the bands prepare

in advance and generally are a set ensemble rather then welcoming anyone to join in; the exceptions are

community bands including the Tasmanian Heritage Fiddle Ensemble, The Bottom Pub Ceilidh Band and

Hobart Old Time String Band. Turino’s concept of identity (2008: 95), where emphasis is placed on the

“partial selection of habits and attributes used to represent oneself” is reflective of the newly created identity

of Tasmanian Heritage Music that is still being discovered and defined by local musicians. Moreover, his

concept of cultural cohorts as “social groups according to specific aspects of the self” (2008: 95) including

gender, age, class, occupation or interests is an ideal way of understanding the regular participants in the

Folk Federation of Tasmania Bush Dances. This is just one aspect and identity of their musical selves.

Malcolm Chapman also touches on creation and understanding of identity in Thoughts on Celtic

Music (1997). His ideas also fed into my interpretation of the Tasmanian Bush Dance music scene. Martin

Stokes in his article Place, Exchange and Meaning: Black Sea Musicians in the West of Ireland and his

introduction to Ethnicity, Identity and Music: The Musical Construction of Place allowed me to expand

my perception of Tasmanian musical identity as it is situated in the historical and natural landscape of the

island.

Mark Slobins 1992 article “Micromusics of the West” discusses interculture, subculture, and su-

perculture as ways to understand musical groups. Slobin also uses the phrases affinity interculture and

diasporic interculture that can be applied to describe some of the musical traditions present in Tasmania.

In a very connected musical world where musicians travel, learn from visitors and touring musicians and

read about and listen to happenings worldwide we are omnivorous consumers, we take in any musical nour-

ishment (Slobin, 1992: 7). Often, the local musics are known by certain small-scale bounded audiences,

and only by them (Slobin, 1992: 7). This appears to be the case with Tasmanian Bush Dance Music. Ap-

plying Slobin’s framework of micromusic the small musical units within big music-cultures, subculture an

embedded unit, superculture an overarching category, and interculture a crosscutting trend as I set out on
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my fieldwork aided my understanding of how this music fits in with the surrounding musical communi-

ties (1992). The Primary School Dance Program is indicative of superculture with a widespread influence

across generations of Tasmanian children. So too the nationally rampant Bush Dance Craze in the 70s/80s

may have standardised a large portion of the repertoire and performance practices found in Tasmania. As

Slobin reflects, long-term immersion in nationalist and nostalgic songs leaves its traces (1992: 16). The

Bush Dance craze left expectations of nationalist nostalgia to be present at dances including instruments

such as the tea-chest bass and the lagerphone. A further concept from Slobin that I did not end up delving

into deeply was the idea of affinity to groups and sense of belonging. The diaspora interculture emerges

from linkages that subcultures set up across national boundaries (Slobin, 1992: 44) and I had hoped to relate

this to musics travel to Tasmania via immigrants, miners, and convicts but ran out of time.

Graeme Smith and Judith Brett, in their 2009 article “Nation, Authenticity and Social Difference

in Australian Popular Music: Folk, Country, Multicultural” discuss the Folk process and shared ideas of

community. They also discuss Nationalism and this can further be applied to Tasmanian identity. Smith

and Brett’s, and Slobins articles discuss transregional musics such as polkas and waltzes that traversed the

globe and took the ballrooms by storm in the early days of Australian settlement.

1.5 Overview

This thesis consists of four central chapters. In Chapter 2, I contextualise the study with a snapshot

of the Bush Dance Music scene in Tasmania at the present through the lens of the 2012 Buttongrass Ball.

Chapter 3 delves into the history of dancing in Tasmania and specific events and catalysts that have led

to the musical and dance traditions existing today. In Chapters 4 and 5, I explore in detail two programs:

the Tasmanian Heritage Fiddle Ensemble and the Primary School Dance Program. With a focus on youth,

these programs have the potential to sustain, grow and evolve the traditions of Bush Dancing and Music in

Tasmania. Finally, in Chapter 6, I present my conclusions and speculate on the future of these traditions.
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2 2012 Buttongrass Ball

To give you a snapshot of what it is like to attend one of these dances, I describe in detail in this

chapter the Folk Federation of Tasmania’s annual celebration of Tasmanian musical and dance heritage.

When I arrived in Tasmania in November of 2012 to commence field work, the event I was most looking

forward to attending was the 15th annual Buttongrass Ball. “Lively traditional and contemporary Tasmanian

dances dedicated to the natural and musical heritage of Tasmania.... Dance to traditional Tasmanian tunes

and Australian favorites” read the Facebook invitation and advertising poster. Having attended a handful of

dances hosted by the Folk Federation of Tasmania on previous visits to the state, I knew the night would be

a lively one. So, on the 24th of November I arrived at Wesley Hall with my dance shoes, a plate of supper,

entry money, video camera and consent forms (I had arranged to record some of the evening with the Folk

Federation President beforehand) filled with excitement for the evening to come.

Figure 2.1: Poster for the 2012 Buttongrass Ball

The dance caller and master of ceremonies for the evening was David Wanless, who calls most of

the dances hosted by the Folk Federation. Wanless and his partner Cathy Hutchinson have been running

the Federation since 1995. While people trickled into the dance hall and decorations were still being set

up, the first band did their sound check and played a few tunes to warm up. There was plenty of informal

dancing while everything was getting ready. The room was decorated in a Buttongrass theme with a potted

buttongrass plant on the stage, a giant banner at the foot of the stage from the Tasmanian National Parks

Association that read “Tasmanian National Parks Association: Protecting our Parks” with image of button-
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grass on it and a banner with years of all the Buttongrass Balls painted on it through 2006 (dates for the last

six years were penciled in and yet to be painted on). On the other walls were images of dancers, collected

items including Albert’s Old Time Dance Album No. 1 displayed on the piano (see Figure 2.2), and various

excerpts from Shirley Andrews’ book Take Your Partners displayed on the wall. After introducing the band,

the dancing began. “Grab a partner” David called, “and if you don’t know anybody but would like to dance,

do stand up and look around and ask somebody. All the dances are easy!”

Figure 2.2: Cover of Albert’s Old Time Dance Album Music Book

The first band for the evening was the VerandahCoots. With Julie Edwards on piano and vocals,

Stuart Graham on the button accordion, Jessica Edwards on washboard and special guest Edie Dawson

on melodeon, they were all dressed in costume from head to toe - piano coverings and sitting room lamps

included. They performed from the dance floor to the right of the stage. The band was amplified through the

sound system, and while the microphones helped with the volume, they seemed out of place for an ensemble

that looked and sounded as if it had recently exited a time machine from the turn of the last century. As

publicity materials including Facebook event invitation and email blasts for the dance described them, “[the

VerandahCoots] bring you little known, lively dance tunes collected from Edie and other older traditional

Tasmanian players, many of them now sadly passed on. Edie (87) has been playing melodeon in her home

in Franklin for many years... She loves to play the old dance tunes and to see people dancing to them.”

The VerandahCoots programme included mainly couples dances with the exception of The Grand

March and Franklin Alberts. As the programme stated, the couples dances for the evening were all collected
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Figure 2.3: The VerandahCoots at the 2012 Buttongrass Ball (Photo by Cathy Hutchinson)

or composed in Tasmania and date from before 1950. These dances included the Franklin Schottische, the

Tassie Tango, Alf Phillips’ Varsoviana, the Prince of Whales Schottische, and One Hop Polka (also known

as The Tap). The Maxina (Tasmanian version) was listed as a possible extra but was not danced. Each of

these dances was briefly taught and, as couples dances here are done in a circular fashion around the room,

anyone still struggling with the dance could follow behind a couple who knew the dance well to pick up the

steps.

After the VerandahCoots finished their set, the Devil’s Own set up on the stage and did a quick

sound check while Cathy and David thanked everyone for coming and helping the Folk Federation’s dance

series run. The Devil’s Own features “one of Australia’s premier folk fiddlers” Ross Smithard, Annie

Parsell, Mat Woolley and Peter Hicks. With a very different sound to the VerandahCoots, the Devil’s

Own “formed to perform the songs from the play about the Irish-heritage Tasmanian bushranger Matthew

Brady” and much of their repertoire seemed to be popular modern session repertoire including popular

Irish, American and Canadian tunes (Buttongrass Ball Program, 2012). According to the publicity for the

dance, “Ross has years of experience performing throughout NSW in the popular dance band “The Tin

Shed Rattlers”. Annie and Mat perform regularly as “Twice Bitten” and previously Mat, Annie and Ross

performed as part of the Celtic group [“The To Rags”]. Peter performs rhythm guitar and sings with The

Ranters.” The Devil’s Own programme of dances included many modern Tasmanian dances (post 1950,

but mainly after the folk revival) Couples dances included two free waltzes and a polka. The rest were
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set dances including the Scot-Tas Quadrille, Mt Ossa Reel, From Bay to Blade, Golden Valley Alberts,

Buttongrass Quadrille, and Hugs with Friends. Extras included on the programme (Figure 2.4), but not

danced on the evening were set dances Mt Oakleigh Dash, Polkaphobia, Walls of Salamanca, and Sand

Dancer.

Figure 2.4: 2012 Buttongrass Ball Dance Program

Around 10pm, a few dances in to the Devil’s Own set, there was a supper break. While dancing

engages everyone, the supper break gave people a chance to talk to one another and encourages community

bonding. The spread of cakes, fruit, vegetable trays, cheeses, dips, chips, and of course biscuits and hot tea

was incredible and is a big part of the tradition of dances in Tasmania. The supper break gave me a chance

to take a look at the people at the dance rather than focusing on the music and the steps. It seemed to me

that there was a fairly equal smattering of ages present with a slight increase in numbers around retirement

age. There were more ladies than men present but this did not cause any problems as the ladies were happy

to dance both the lead and follow roles. I did notice that while there were several young women in their late

teens and twenties, there were very few young guys. Caller David Wanless later told me “We’re doing what

we can to get more young folk involved and it is virtually always easier to get women dancing than men in

Australia” (Wanless, PC, 10 March 2014). There were two children participating in the dancing: one was

Stuart Graham’s granddaughter and both girls were around the age of 9 and very keen dancers. A few of

those in attendance took the “Heritage attire admired but not required. Frock up or show off that waistcoat”

advice to heart and were wearing costumes but most were just wearing nice or casual clothes.
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Reflecting on the evening, it was an amazing sample of the two different streams of Bush Dance

present in Tasmania today. As the ball program explained it, “this celebration of Tasmanian heritage and

culture embraced both collected and revived music and dance from the state and also recently composed

music and dances.” Another theme that I picked up on that will be discussed in more detail in subsequent

chapters is the awareness of natural environment. This strongly reflects the folk revival bush dance history

during the 70s and 80s and the ties to the environmental movement in Tasmania. The Buttongrass Ball

in particular celebrates the natural surroundings in Tasmania. As explained in the program, “this ball was

founded in 1998 to honour, with a bit of humour, buttongrass and the rest of Tasmania’s natural environment,

all Tasmanians who in the last 30,000 years have walked the buttongrass moorlands, and the many musicians

and dancers who have helped shape Tasmania’s unique culture.” Since its inception, the Buttongrass Ball

has also been a fundraiser for different environmental and conservation groups. The 2012 Buttongrass Ball

was focused on supporting the Tasmanian Devil with “all proceeds go to the Tasmanian National Parks

Association and the Tarkine Devil Project, thanks to the generosity of the VerandahCoots and the Devil’s

Own.” The dance program (Figure 2.5) went on to explain that “one of the best ways we can protect the

precious Tasmanian Devil is to protect its habitat, including the magnificent Tarkine wilderness, home to

many healthy Devils and much buttongrass.”

Figure 2.5: Back of the 2012 Buttongrass Ball Program
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3 Defining Tasmanian Musics: A History

In 1998, a new movement in the folk dance music scene in Tasmania began to take shape. This

movement focused on the music of the island’s residents and the history within the communities in Tasma-

nia. There was a consciousness and curiosity about the music and dances that had been popular with past

generations in the old apple sheds, wool sheds and town halls around the state. This movement expanded

quickly thanks to the previous recording, collecting, and archiving activities of folklorists and libraries;

musicians were able to dig deeper into their community’s history and begin to understand a musical past.

By the time of my first visit to Tasmania in 2010, this movement was in full swing with regular dances,

sessions, and performance groups focused on Tasmanian musical heritage. During my fieldwork visits in

2012-2013, these events and groups were still going strong and musicians were digging deeper still into the

musical history as well as encouraging modern contributions to the Tasmanian repertoire.

To give a brief background of some important events from the early history of modern Tasmania,

the first British settlement was established in September of 1803 along the Derwent River near modern day

Hobart and the island came to be known as Van Diemen’s Land. In addition to free colonists, the years from

1803 to 1853 saw roughly 75,000 convicts transported to Tasmania to live in penal settlements. There has

been rumor that music and dance was banned at times within the penal communities, perhaps Irish music

in particular, but I was unable to confirm these rumors. In 1825, Van Diemen’s Land was proclaimed a

separate colony from New South Wales and on the 10th of August 1853 Jubilee festivals in Hobart and

Launceston celebrated 50 years of European settlement with the official end of convict transportation. In

1855 the colony’s name was changed from Van Diemen’s Land to Tasmania and in 1856 it was established

as a self governing colony. The Commonwealth of Australia was established in 1901.

For this thesis, I have focused on the living history of Tasmanian music and dance from roughly

1960 to the present. I have not explored the history prior to the 1960s in detail. However, I have come

across some interesting artifacts and stories, which I have included in this chapter, that I hope will aid

future researchers who wish to examine Tasmanian music and dance in the 19th and early 20th centuries. I

will set the stage by introducing the catalyst and collectors that initiated the Tasmanian Heritage movement

and allowed it to flourish. After sharing their current and recent projects, I will step backwards in time to

briefly explore events and stories from the 19th century and 20th century that describe the evolution of Bush

Dancing throughout Tasmania’s history since its colonisation in 1803. I will then describe the formative

years for many of the musicians and dancers active today. This period that spans from the 1960s folk revival

to the mid 1990s will be recounted through the interviews and conversations I had while in Tasmania.
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3.1 Catalysts and Collectors

The gradual drift of musicians toward a movement focused on Tasmanian musical heritage was

galvanized by multi-instrumentalist and fisheries scientist Fred Pribec’s move to Tasmania from Canberra

in 1998. Upon his arrival in Tasmania, Pribec found himself wondering “what is the original, traditional

music in Tasmania?” (Pribec, PC, 28 Dec 2012). He was particularly interested in music for dancing, as

he had been involved in Bush Dances as both a musician and dancer in Canberra and Melbourne where he

had played with many musicians and folkorists who had an interest in Australian folk music including Greg

O’Leary, Alan Musgrove and Jim Moir. Around the time that Pribec moved to Tasmania, fiddle player and

folklorist Alan Musgrove gave him a cassette tape called the Muttonbirder’s Ball of Cape Barren Island

musicians that was found at a Melbourne garage sale. This cassette was a homemade, informal recording

of a few parties on Cape Barren Island. After transcribing and learning a few tunes from the Muttonbirder’s

Ball, Pribec began to research other Tasmanian musicians and began ordering and transcribing recordings

of interviews and field recordings of musicians from around Tasmania from the National Library. He soon

began working with button accordion player Stuart Graham, who had done some casual field recording of

some Tasmanian musicians himself, and they began transcribing more seriously. As Pribec put it, “Stuart

kept me honest in some of the transcriptions. Im a little bit lackadaisical when it comes to transcribing.

Once I think Ive got the gist of the tune, I dont really care for the exact notes that the original musician

necessarily played, especially if he did several versions, I will go with the version that I think is closest to

the actual spirit of the tune” (Pribec, PC, 28 Dec 2012).

With these newly transcribed tunes in mind, Pribec approached the Folk Federation of Tasmania

with the idea of holding a dance to showcase collected Tasmanian tunes and early Australian dances. The

first Buttongrass Ball was held in October of 1998. As described in the previous chapter and the 2012

Buttongrass Ball Program, this event has evolved to celebrate “the many musicians and dancers that have

helped to shape Tasmania’s unique culture” featuring dances and tunes collected and written in Tasma-

nia. For the 1998 Buttongrass Ball Pribec put together the band “The Apple Shed Sugar Gliders” known

on this occasion as “Captain Cobweb and The Buttoneers” with “Craig - Euphonium, Concertina & Sea

Kayak; David [Wanless]- Calling, Dancing & Odd Socks; Ed (Cobweb) [Rock] - Washbord, Triangle, Tam-

borine, Button Box & Squire; Fred [Pribec]- Tenor Guitar, Fiddle, Banjo, Concertina & Blundstone; Stuart

[Graham]- Button Box, Mouth Organ, Concertina & Hankies” (Buttongrass Ball Program 2012). As they

describe themselves in the 1998 Ball program (Figure 3.1), “The Buttoneers”, present

Australian dances and tunes dating from before the advent of electronic and recorded me-

dia. Many of our tunes are sourced from the playing of earlier Tasmanian musicians (including

Eileen McCoy of Burnie and the Brown Boys, Deryl Maynard and Laurie Lowrey of Cape

Barren Island). We try to use simple chords and strong dance phrasing in a musical style
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reminiscent of early Australian rural dance bands. We tend to avoid the modern fashion for

medleys and prefer one well-chosen tune per dance. We like to play for fun, for community

and environmental values and not for money.

Figure 3.1: Buttongrass Ball Program 1998

“The Buttoneers” and the Buttongrass Ball’s focus on community and the environment reflects

the themes of connection to environment and community that I have found throughout my research. But-

tongrass is emblematic of the influence of the natural environment on Tasmanian musicians and dancers.

Buttongrass, the plant that inspired the name of the ball, is found abundantly in the Tarkine and western

moorlands of Tasmania and is found in very few other places in the world (Buttongrass Moorland). Many of

the tunes and dances that make up the uniquely Tasmanian repertoire have been inspired by or named after

the local environment. Following in a tradition of dances held to raise funds, in most years the proceeds

of the Buttongrass Ball have gone towards non-profit organizations including the Tarkine Devil Project in

2012, the Tasmanian Parks Association 2003-2012, and the Tasmanian Bush Heritage Fund in 2001. As a

side note, in 2001 there were two Buttongrass Balls held - one in May in conjunction with the Tasmanian

Symphony Orchestra and a second at the usual time in November.

Following on from the first Buttongrass Ball, Fred Pribec and Stuart Graham presented workshops

in 2000 at both the Cygnet and Tamar Valley Folk Festivals where they distributed copies of a handwritten

booklet titled Tasmanian Dance Tunes: A Cygnet Folk Festival Workshop January 2000 they compiled of

29 collected Tasmanian tunes transcribed by themselves and Maggie Duncan. Through these workshops,
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Pribec introduced local musicians to the idea that there was a unique musical history in Tasmania that

could be explored and celebrated. He encouraged musicians to learn more about the music and surrounding

history and was a real catalyst for the Tasmanian heritage movement.

Introducing this music to musicians and others who attended the workshop, Pribec explained that

“the natural habitat for these tunes is predominantly in small community halls, apple sheds and the like”

(Pribec and Graham, 2000). He also encouraged “anybody that’s interested in Tasmanian dance music” to

listen to recordings of Eileen McCoy’s 2002 album Apple Isle Fiddler and The Muttonbirders Dance by

the Brown Boys with Daryl Maynard and Laurie Lowrey that was available at the time from the Tasma-

nian Aboriginal Council. The Muttonbirders Dance cassette has since been recalled by the council due to

conflicts within the community and is no longer available4. In addition to tunes by Eileen McCoy and the

Brown Boys, the Cygnet festival workshop booklet includes tunes from Fred Pribec’s field recordings of

the Dawsons and Stuart Graham’s recordings of Mark Walters and Ted Cannon from West Ridgley and Ul-

verstone. Pribec also acknowledged the field recordings of John Meredith, who first collected in Tasmania

in 1985, and Rob Willis. Citing local musicians from around the state recorded by Meredith and Willis

including “Edie and Paddy Dawson, Jack Dawson, Norm Burgess, Ethel Bishop, Basil Colson, Edward

Hill, Orm Harback, Tunny Mundy, J.H. Davies, Vera Trueman, Hills and Moe,” Pribec encouraged anyone

who “might wish to make your own transcriptions of unpublished traditional Australian songs and tunes”

to “go for it!” (Pribec and Graham, 2000). He reminded musicians that the tunes should be simple and fun

and emphasised that “these tunes should make you feel like dancing, if instead you get the urge to rebirth

your inner dolphin you are working the tunes too hard.... just relax and enjoy the music” (Pribec and Gra-

ham, 2000). He also stressed the importance of recognizing and respecting the music of the Cape Barren

Islanders. As he explained it “not only do these tunes come from one of Australia’s most interesting folk

traditions but also one of its harshest Aboriginal histories. Recognition where it’s due please!” (Pribec and

Graham, 2000).

Around the time of these workshops, Fred Pribec was approached by musicians through the Tasma-

nian Aboriginal Centre to play fiddle with “The Island Coes”: Steve Lowrey, Ronnie Summers and Dorothy

Murray for an album called Born on Ol Cape Barren. There was some dispute about the distribution of the

recording and there are still a thousand or so copies of the recording sitting in a warehouse somewhere

(Pribec, PC, 28 Dec 2012). This album was recognized on a national level and “all of the people who were

involved in that were awarded the Centenary Medal, myself included, for service to cultural heritage of

Cape Barren and Flinders Island” (Pribec, PC, 28 Dec 2012). As Peter Ellis described in “Collecting in

Tasmania” “Ronnie [Summers] and his community have kept the tradition alive and the CD was just one of

the steps in promoting this to the rest of the country” (Ellis, 2009: 50). The Island Coes played a number of

“fairly high profile gigs” over the next few years including the National Folk Festival, a few gigs on Flinders
4I was not able to find anything written regarding the recall of The Muttonbirders Dance by the Tasmanian Aboriginal Council and

only learned of both the cassette recording and the recall from conversations and interviews.
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Island, Ten Days on the Island Festival, and a number of Muttonbirder’s Balls (Pribec, PC, 28 Dec 2012).

Most of these gigs were concerts with exception of a dance on Cape Barren Island. As Pribec recalled the

event:

We did one sole dance gig on Cape Barren Island when a substantial part of the island was

handed back to the Aboriginal People, the community there. I cant remember when that was,

2006 or something? That was a very interesting occasion. All of the white people on the

island, all of the white people at the event, were basically politicians except for Stuart and

myself, who were two of the musicians. Once the official handover was done, they all flew

out and we were left on the Island as pretty much the only two non-Cape Barren Islanders, the

only two without Aboriginal Heritage, playing at this hall, for a whole bunch of folks. It was

an especially wonderful event. It was only small, it was very informal, it was very modest, but

the atmosphere, to be playing music in a hall where there hadnt been music for over 50 years,

and to see the elders in tears in front of us as we played, was really spectacular. (Pribec, PC,

28 Dec 2012).

While I have did not devote time to investigating the area of traditions of music on Cape Barren Island,

this would be an interesting area for future study. It has been called to question if this music was derived

from Aboriginal imitation of colonist’s music or if it comes from long standing exchanges. From the sound

alone, it seems there may be strong American influences on the music and the way it is played.

Peter Ellis suggests in “Collecting in Tasmania” that “the [Cape Barren] islanders had learnt lots

of songs from way back in the days of visiting whalers. They also held their own dances with things like the

large single square around the hall of Alberts and Lancers and various waltzes, schottisches, varsovianas,

polka mazurkas, step dances and so on. Musicians of the day, most notably the Brown brothers had carried

on the tradition with guitars, fiddles and squeezebox” (Ellis, 2009: 50). In the 1950s, government policies

forced the removal of children from their families to mainland Tasmanian homes and schools: what became

know as ’the stolen generation.’ Many families chose to leave the island and it was during this period that

“the Brown brothers then performed their songs and dance music all over Tasmania at hotels and dances”

(Ellis, 2009: 50). Perhaps due to this forced removal from Cape Barren Island, Pribec found that “this

traditional music, which has been pretty much lost, carries a lot of emotional resonance for the islanders,

and still to this day to the elders” (Pribec, PC, 28 Dec 2012). Through his experiences performing with

The Island Coes, Pribec heard many stories about the history of music and dance within the Aboriginal

community. When I interviewed him, he recalled stories of “the dances on Cape Barren Island... [that]

would go till dawn sometimes. It was the classic old story of people [who] would walk for miles to get to

the dance, do the dance, and walk for miles to get home” (Pribec, PC, 28 Dec 2012).

Beyond the production of Born on ’Ol Cape Barren, I am unclear if performance and dance tra-

ditions are being passed down through the Aboriginal community currently living on Cape Barren Island
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and the mainland of Tasmania. Pribec explained that there “was a tradition of playing button accordion, but

there is nobody that I know of at the moment learning how to play button accordion in the old Islanders

style” (Pribec, PC, 28 Dec 2012). In the early days of “The Island Coes”, Marinda Saintee, a young fiddle

player with Aboriginal heritage who was taking classical violin lessons at the time, learned some of the

repertoire through informal lessons with Pribec. I have learned that there are two video recordings on the

musical history of Cape Barren Island but was unable to view them. The first, Searching for the Brown

Boys produced by Jo Kitchen and published by the Tasmanian Aboriginal Centre in 2000, is a videocassette

that features “five young Aborigines [who] went to the island to find out more about Cape Barren music”

(Kitchen, 2000). The second is a DVD called Island Music produced by the Aboriginal Elders Council of

Tasmania. It is unclear if this DVD has been published or is still under production, but the Elders Council

of Tasmania Aboriginal Corporation’s website indicates that it “tells the story of four young Tasmanian

Aboriginals who embark on a journey to discover their place in their community and family connections”

(Island Music DVD).

Fred Pribec’s enthusiasm for exploring Tasmanian musical history and his encouragement that

anyone who was interested could research and learn more about this history inspired many dance musi-

cians. Notably, Steve Gadd, Stuart Graham, Julie Edwards, Beth Sowter, Marjorie Gadd, and dance caller

David Wanless began their own research for personal enjoyment and performance in the years following.

Collectors and folklorists from the mainland of Australia including John Meredith, Rob Willis, Peter Ellis,

Dave De Huggard have aided this work immensely with their own field recordings and notes. The Folk Fed-

eration of Tasmania has also worked extensively in recent years to promote dances focused on Tasmanian

musical heritage.

3.2 Recent Projects

Tasmania was the featured state at the National Folk Festival in Canberra in 2005 and in 2010.

This prompted several groups to put together performances and workshops focused on Tasmanian Heritage

Music to be presented at the festival. In this section I will explore the performance projects, recordings and

small-scale publications on Bush Dance Music that have been produced by Tasmanian musicians. These

projects have begun to tie the history and music of Tasmania together and have been presented for festival

workshops both in Tasmania and on the mainland.

Steve Gadd was inspired by Fred Pribec’s interest in Tasmanian music and in 2000 he and his

wife Marjorie formed the Tasmanian Heritage Fiddle Ensemble which I will describe in detail in Chapter

4. Over 200 young musicians, mostly fiddle players, have been a part of the ensemble since it was founded.

In addition to the Tasmanian Heritage Fiddle Ensemble, the Gadds have devoted many hours to research

and performance of Tasmanian music. In 2002, Steve and Marjorie Gadd recorded and published an album

titled Real Island Roots 1: The Traditional Dance Music of Tasmania c1850 to 1950. They dedicated
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the recording to “the Dawsons of Franklin, Edward "Tassie" Hills, Gordon Powell, Fred Pribac and to the

memory of Jack Dawson and John Meredith." (Gadd and Gadd, 2002). In 2002 they published a short run

of the first edition of the Tasmanian Heritage Apple Shed Dance Tune Book. The second, revised edition

was published in 2004 (Figure 3.2). This book is organised by tune type and includes a few background

notes on each of the tunes as well as a brief history of the music and sources. In 2004 they also released an

album Apple Shed Dance Days Real Island Roots 2: Traditional Music From the Huon - Paddy and Edie

Dawson featuring recordings of the Dawson siblings performing family tunes on the button accordion. In

2005 they released another album titled Traditional Tasmanian Fiddle Tunes featuring Slap Dash and the

Tasmanian Heritage Fiddle Ensemble.

Figure 3.2: Tasmanian Heritage Apple Shed Dance Tune Book

Another project that Fred Pribec started was The National Windjam, a gathering for button accor-

dion, concertina, piano accordion, and mouth organ players. It was held in 2006, 2008 and 2011 with a

very informal, one-day nOtional Windjam on the years in between (2007 and 2009). The poster for the

2007 nOtional Windjam is included in Figure 3.3. The idea behind The Windjam was to gather existing

players from around the state, many of whom had never met each other, to play and share tunes. It was also

a chance to see what tunes might have different variations around the state. There was a hope that it would

be a place for interested younger players to get knowledge from the old timers. Pribec reflected, when I

interviewed him in December 2012, that this was the least successful aspect of the vision for The Windjam

as there were nearly no younger players in attendance. Beth Sowter and Mike Watts of Legana, Tasmania
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(just outside Launceston) organised and hosted The Windjam after the first year.

Figure 3.3: Notional Windjam Poster 2007

The “Tassie Tattie Howkers” in the Launceston region released a book and an album in 2005

featuring the tunes of fiddle player Angus Cameron who played for dances around Tasmania (mainly in

the northern regions of the state) for over 50 years. The book, A River of Whisky, includes over 200

tunes, including 51 written by Angus Cameron, a brief history and dances popular in northern Tasmania.

The accompanying CD, Possums on the Roof, is available from Celtic Southern Cross. The band name was

inspired by the potatoes the north of Tasmania is famous for: a ’tattie’ in Scotland is a potato and a ’howker’

is both the implement used to dig up the potatoes and the person digging (Sowter and Watts, 2005). Angus

Cameron and his wife Betty migrated to Tasmania from Scotland in 1934. They loved dancing and Angus

began playing for various dances. Betty started teaching and calling dances in 1984 when The Bottom Pub

Ceilidh Band’s caller, David Atkins took sick and over the years has written a number of dances including

the Scot-Tas Quadrille.

Inspired to share his family tradition, melodeon player Leo Donahue recently recorded an album

of dance tunes on solo melodeon called My Fathers Tunes that he has available on home-burned CDs at

dances he plays near his home in Burnie. Leo Donahue grew up playing for many dances in Golden Valley

where he learned many tunes from his father Jim “Gundy” Donohue who was well known in the area as a

great accordion player.

In 2009 at the Cygnet Folk Festival, Stuart Graham, Julie Edwards & Dave Meikle (The Verandah-
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Coots) hosted a workshop where they taught Tasmanian Dance Tunes. For this workshop, they produced a

booklet and CD titled Tasmanian Dance Tunes: Workshop Cygnet Folk Festival January 2009 that includes

19 tunes including some from Paddy and Edi Dawson, Leo Donohue, Eileen McCoy and Angus Cameron.

They have copies of this booklet available for purchase at their monthly Tassie Tunes Session held at various

cafes in Hobart (Figure 3.4). Expanding on this workshop, they presented another workshop and booklet

at the National Folk Festival in Canberra in 2010, this time including 51 tunes. The booklet is titled A

Selection of Tasmanian Tunes from the Fiddles and Windjammers of George Bailey, Les Brown, Malcolm

Brown, Edie Dawson, Paddy Dawson, Laurence Donohue, Leo Donohue, Tassie Hills, Eileen McCoy, Mark

Walters. In an interview, Julie Edwards related to me that she hopes her work collecting, transcribing, per-

forming, publishing, and teaching tune workshops will preserve the music. During an interview she told

me “that’s the idea of getting them down on paper - so the folk tradition stops there” (Edwards, PC, 29 Sept

2013).

Figure 3.4: Tassie Tunes Session Poster

In his Tasmanian heritage dance book, The Tango is Tasmanian: Old Time and Set Dances of

Tasmania - Our Forgotten Heritage 2009, David Wanless reconstructs some of the dances remembered by

older Tasmanians. Many of these dances are accompanied by stories and favorite tunes composed or re-

membered by musicians. This book is available as a pdf from the Folk Federation of Tasmania’s website

(Figure 3.5). The book also listed dances found in ball programs from the mid-1800s to circa 1920 that have

been preserved in the ephemera collection at the Allport Library and Museum of Fine Arts in Hobart. These
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included the Waltz, Foxtrot, Jazz, Two-step, Polka, Polka Mazurka, Mazurka, Schottische, Highland Schot-

tische, Sir Roger de Coverly, Barn Dance, Galop, Lancers, Quadrille, Alberts or the D. Albert Quadrille,

Parisian Quadrille, Royal Irish Quadrille, Waltz Cotillion, Washington Post, UFS Quadrille (probably the

First Set), Imperials, Quickstep, Pride of Erin and One-step “as well as various dances with engineering

names, from University Engineering faculty balls, e.g., Stop Clock Blues, Recalescence Old Time Waltz,

Big End Blues, Lubrication Waltz and the Latent Heat Fox Trot” (Wanless, 2009: 53).

Figure 3.5: The Tango is Tasmanian: Old Time and Set Dances of Tasmania

Contemporary Tasmanian music has been encouraged through the Folk Federation’s Tassie Tune

Awards. Steve Gadd has also published a book of his own compositions in 2010 titled Contemporary Tas-

manian Jigs, Reels and Hornpipes for Treble Cleff Instruments. In 2010, David Wanless, Cathy Hutchinson,

Pauline Allingham and Rob Mahoney produced a booklet of dances The Overland Track Suite: Dances for

Tasmania’s Wilderness inspired by a bushwalk accompanied by tunes written by Canberra fiddle player

Rob Mahoney. It was published by the Folk Federation of Tasmania and first available at the National Folk

Festival in 2010.

3.3 Tasmanian Context

In the National Library of Australia, there are numerous oral history recordings featuring Tasma-

nian musicians playing and talking about their lives. I had the opportunity to listen to a number of them and

I have described some of their stories in this section. In addition to these oral histories, manuscripts, diaries
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and ephemeral materials are available from Tasmania’s library system.

After discovering a manuscript in the State Library that was assembled by a Scottish-style fiddle

player and composer Alexander Laing before his death in 1898, historian Peter MacFie and musicians Steve

and Marjorie Gadd published On the Fiddle from Scotland to Tasmania, 1815-1863: The Life and Music

of Alexander Laing (1792-1868), Convict, Constable, Fiddler and Composer. Alexander Laing arrived in

Tasmania as a convict in 1815 and later became a police constable. The 2010 book by MacFie and the

Gadds shares Laing’s tunes accompanied by commentaries on the patrons his music was dedicated to and

some history of the period.

Figure 3.6: The Delacourt Bouquet and The Tasmanian Lyre

In the late 19th century, publishing houses in Launceston and Hobart printed copies of dance

music written as piano scores by Tasmanian musicians. Selected covers are included in Figure 3.7. The

Tasmanian library system has copies of some of these scores available online and in the State Library in

Hobart. One musician I interviewed, who wishes to remain anonymous and recently moved to Tasmania,

has begun researching and playing these tunes out of personal interest. After recording two hour-long

selections of these melodies through an electronic keyboard, recordings were distributed to some of the oral

history collectors from the National Library and also played for some of the older Tasmanian musicians to

see if they recognized any tunes. So far, there does not appear to be any connection between these scores

and the music that has been orally collected from dance musicians. The researching musician told me “I

suspect that it [the original scores] was never widely disseminated” (Dance Musician, PC, 17 February
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Figure 3.7: 19th Century Tasmanian Sheet Music Covers

2013). After listening to the recordings of these melodies “no one recognized anything” (Dance Musician,

PC, 17 February 2013). With titles evoking the local landscape such as “The Waratah Blossom Waltz” “The

Lyre Bird Waltz” “Tasma Waltz” and “Beautiful South Esk Waltz,” it is unclear if there were specific dances

to fit these melodies or if they were intended to be used for dance accompaniment at all. Some of these
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piano scores were produced as a compilation of local music in The Delacourt Bouquet: A Collection of

Local Music or Potpouri of Song, Polkas, Waltz, Quadrille & Schottische and The Tasmanian Lyre: Sequel

to Delacourt Bouquet (Figure 3.6). These included titles such as “The Louisa Schottische” “The Wivenhoe

Quadrilles” and “The ’Lanarkshire’ Polka.” The musician also tried to find more information about the

composers of these tunes with no success. Some of this repertoire was performed by the band Hornett’s

Nest for the second half of the Buttongrass Ball in 2011 in an almost chamber music style with viola, two

violins and piano to accompany newly written Tasmanian dances.

Another area that has been explored extensively by Steve Gadd is Apple Shed Dances that were

held in the Huon Valley. As Gadd described it to me,

Every summer there were regular dances here going back to about the 1870s. So a very

long history. Probably a little bit later then that it really peaked, because prior to that time,

fruit wasnt the dominant industry down here. We had a mixed economy, but from the 1880s-

1890s onward fruit, apple and pear growing took over so a lot of the small businesses and farm

associated with products like grain or dairy changed to orchards and these big sheds were built.

And these big sheds became meeting places during the summer when they werent being used

for industrial purposes. These apple sheds, almost every valley, every gully, every street, had

at least one big shed and so these doubled as informal dance halls. This was the period that the

old people, when I was a folklore collector, they would always talk about the shed dances, or

the apple shed dance days. So theyd refer to these something that had been going on for their

generation, their parents generation, and into their grandparents generation and the music has

been passed down from the mid-late 19th century to the present. And it comes to kind of a

fairly abrupt halt round about 1960. (Gadd, S., PC, 17 Feb 2013).

The dances stopped around this time due to local councils enforcing a permit requirement to combat com-

plaints about noise and liquor and also were running commercial ballroom dances in places like Cygnet

Town Hall and Franklin Palais Theatre. Gadd also reflected to me that around the same time the dances

stopped “a lot of the people coming into the valley were folks who had grown up during the first part of

the folk revival wave and they came in here with a sort of global folk revival aesthetic, but no knowledge

or really no interest in what had been here before.” (Gadd, S., PC, 17 Feb 2013). As a by-product of his

research, Gadd organized an Apple Shed Ball for several years as a part of the Apple Harvest Folk Festival

in the Huon Valley. See poster in Figure 3.8.

Looking into some of the oral history recordings myself, I was intrigued by the stories of Norman

Burgess of Geeveston who was born in 1914. He also spoke of the Apple Shed dances: "They’d stack the

grater against the wall, clean the shed out and plane the floor. I remember they used to have dances up near

our place for the tennis club" (Burgess, 1985). The apple season goes from early March till the end of May

or early June so the dances "would be more through the wintertime or up to Christmas... [in the] packing
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Figure 3.8: Franklin Apple Shed Ball 2004

sheds. Some of them had a floor like in a house and others were a bit rougher. Always a board floor. In later

years, of course, they took to using cement floors" (Burgess, 1985). As far as the size of the halls, Burgess

described the apple sheds to be "round about 50 feet by 20/25 or something in that vicinity I would imagine.

As big as a small hall. They used to vary quite a lot" (Burgess, 1985). As far as the music he remembers,

it was "mainly the old Windjammer that I can remember. There were quite a few players around. When I

used to go to dances in Carins Bay... they used to have 3 different players there. Then they’d have a guy

with a mouth organ occasionally. Lex McCloud used to play the banjo-mandolin and George Carlton on the

melodeon. I don’t remember any fiddle players in the shed dances" (Burgess, 1985). Burgess remembered

dances being held at quite a few different sheds around the valley: "there was Trev Evan’s shed just around

on Scotts Road down at the recreation ground. It was a great place. Even after I started dancing, when I

was up in me teens, they got dances going at Huey Hutching’s shed down at Cairns Bay. Then there was

Carl Tyson’s shed I remember up on a 4 Foot Road" (Burgess, 1985).

Another interview that I found incredibly intriguing and that I hope will one day be explored

further was an interview of May McCutcheon of Strahan (born in 1920) by Rob Willis. She lived in the

town of Zeehan as a girl where she learned to play the violin and piano from her mother and began playing
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for dances with her mother around the age of 18. She frequently traveled between Strahan and Zeehan

via the Emu Bay Railway; the ride was about an hour long and met the train from Queenstown. This was

much more efficient than travel by road because there were no good roads through the mountains and dense

bush. In her area, dance bands were mostly made up of a pianist and a violinist with "usually someone who

could play a drum to put a bit of volume into it... and at times there was a cornet or a swanney whistle or

something like that to help out... [or] an accordion to play an extra . they’d give the others a bit of a spell

and play a dance it was great for the barn dances and such like that" (McCutcheon, 2009). McCutcheon

also talked about dances held whenever a ship came into town to transport the copper and iron ore from

the Lyall mine to the mainland of Australia and New Zealand. Additionally, she recalled a dance at Henty

River that was “about an 18 km walk from Strahan” (McCutcheon, 2009). Another incredible memory she

had was of Grant Morris Snow’s family: "if they knew a dance was on, they’d row all the way from the

Gordon [river]" (McCutcheon, 2009). Presumably, they would travel all the way across Macquarie Harbor

from the mouth of the Gordon to Strahan. It would be quite a lengthy journey.

Another west coast musician, Cedric Eves, grew up in Queenstown and began playing for dances

in 1948 on the button accordion. In an interview from the Rob Willis collection he related that he and his

mum pooled earnings from dance gigs to buy a bigger piano accordion (Eves, 1999). Eventually he began

to play saxophone. He taught himself to read directly off piano scores rather then transposed saxophone

music. The band was his mum on piano, violin, saxophone, trumpet and a drummer. They traveled by

taxi or bus to play gigs all over the west coast. He remembers dancing the Pride of Erin, Slow Foxtrot,

Foxtrot, Modern Waltz, Military Two Step, Gypsy Tap, and the Canadian Barn Dance "was always the most

popular" (Eves, 1999). He also thought the polka mazurka was "a real oldie" and stated that the three hop

polka was an old dance as well (Eves, 1999).

On the mainland of Australia, the Folk Music Revival began in the 1950s with song collecting and

dancing on the rise. Through others I have heard that in the 1950s and 60s ’50/50’ dances were popular

in various parts of the state. At these dances there would be a mixture of older social dances and newer

ballroom style dances. Some of these dances began to use recorded music as it became available. A plaque

in the Channel Heritage Centre related how dances were often tied to sporting events as part of the social

life of the community: the [footy] games would be dissected and occasionally on-field wrongs put right

at the Saturday night dance, which was another fixture on the social calendar. The dances were held on a

rotation basis at the various township halls.

The first folk club was established in Hobart in 1964 at The Wild Goose. The concept of a “session”

is a much more recent phenomenon, largely coming out of the folk revival period. Folk Clubs such as The

Bothy Folk Club in Hobart, Liffey Gathering and others were places where musicians of any level could

come and listen or perform in a sort of ’open mic’ setting. Occasionally touring musicians were featured

performers. Many dance band musicians of the generations that started performing in the 60s, 70s, and
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80s were drawn into playing music through the folk clubs. Anne Hilyard explained to me that she first

started playing the tin whistle through the Bothy Folk Club in Hobart the late 70s and early 80s. Soon

after, she “heard about dances that were happening up North with the Bottom Pub Ceilidh Band. We stayed

with some friends up north quite often so we went along to those and just started joining in. [It was] very

encouraging [to be able to play with the band]” (Hilyard, A., PC, 11 Mar 2013). I was able to attend one

of the final meetings of the Liffey Gathering that for years had been held in a one room schoolhouse in the

tiny town of Liffey (Figure 3.9). When I was there many people related to me that the session had been a

staple in their social calendar and a number of children had grown up falling asleep in front of the fire at the

session. More recently, there has been a regular Irish session at the New Sydney Hotel in the Hobart CBD

and the Verandahcoots have also hosted Tassie Tunes session in recent years at various cafes.

Figure 3.9: Liffey School House: Home of the Liffey Gathering

In 1967 National Folk Festival started and in 1969 an event was held at the Excaliber Disco in

Burnie in June 1969 under the name of the Tasmanian Folk Festival. Around 100 people attended an

afternoon and evening concert. In 1970 a second Tasmanian Folk Festival was held at the Burnie Town

Hall in June and around 200 people attended the afternoon and evening concert that year. The 1970s Bush

Dance fad primarily consisted of revived and contemporary folk dance and tunes from the British Isles and

Ireland with associated jigs and reels with occasional selections from other European traditions thrown in for

variety. Dances were always called and a simple walk through was sufficient to pick up any dance and after

attending a few events, every dance could be known by memory or easily followed “as birds in a flock.”
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(Ellis, 2013 Part 1) Dances were eagerly sought out by schools and university youth around the country

wanting to host dances for their own peers as well as by community organizations desiring to run family

dances in which all generations from children to grandparents could join in. The ease of participating and

social atmosphere made them extremely popular and bush dances quickly became ’the function to have’.

In 1971, a group of University of Melbourne students formed a folk revival rock like band, The

Bushwackers Band, which heavily influenced musicians and dancers of the era and 40 years later the band is

still going. The late 70s and early to mid 80s saw the bands self-promoted Bush Dance Spectaculars attract

2-3,000 people to Town Halls and major venues throughout Australia. Many of the musicians I spoke to in

Tasmania cited the Bushwackers tune and dance books as one of their first sources for material.

Figure 3.10: Ticket from Hobart Red Cross Fundraiser Bush Dance 1983

I looked briefly into the Scottish and Irish influences on the current Tasmanian musical scene.

While there exist many Irish sessions in Tasmania, there is a common misconception that the dance music

’from’ Tasmania is mainly Irish. As I have previously mentioned, Steve and Marjorie Gadd along with Peter

MacFie have written about Scottish immigrant Alexander Laing and his influential compositions after he

migrated to Tasmania. To an extent, there may have been some instances where Irish music was repressed

due to convict history and Scottish music was celebrated or at least permitted. Much later, Angus Cameron

immigrated from Scotland to the Launceston area in the 1950s and was a very influential member of the

Bottom Pub Ceilidh Band that continues to perform today. In addition to Scottish influences, I have also

been advised that there is a strong Polish influence in the northwest of Tasmania but was unable to find any
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material to uphold this claim.

In the folk revival period, many of the musicians who picked up instruments during the Folk

Movement in the cities were part of a counter culture to their parents. I interviewed a number of members

of the now defunct band “The Collywobblers” including dance caller Tony Thurstons and musicians Anne

Bester, Rob Bester and Steve Scott. The Besters and Scott came to the Bush Dance scene at roughly the

same time. In the first stage, The Collywobblers welcomed pretty much any musician who wanted to join in.

Later on, from roughly 1982-88 the band became smaller and more professional and featured Rob Bester -

Fiddle, Roger Gillison - guitar, Richard Davis - sound guy, Richard Watson - guitarist and manager, Richard

Deegan - Whistle, Tony Wier - Bass.

Figure 3.11: Ticket for Collywobblers Bush Dance

I asked if they noticed or talked about any tunes that were written by people in the area. Thurstons

told me “we werent involved in that at all. It was just whatever we came across” (Thurstons, PC, 3 March

2013). Generally, this was easily accessible written music. They learned tunes from friends rather than

from the older generation. The tune book Begged, Borrowed and Stolen was a the bible for dance musi-

cians, especially beginning and self-taught musicians. This book was compiled in 1979 by Chris O’Connor

and Suzette Watkins when they were members of the Celtic Music Club of South Australia. For “The

Collywobblers” Irish fiddle player Richard ’Dickey’ Deegan would occasionally write out tunes for them

by hand that he learned by ear or transcribed from other books and recordings. They were mostly Irish

but a few Scottish tunes as well. Thurstons also told me they got “a lot of tunes from the Bushwhacker’s
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Book” (Thurstons, PC, 3 March 2013). As Steve Scott put it, were almost like a rock band: there was a

strong rock influence in a way. There was a drum kit and there was you know, electric guitars and in one

sense, they were kind of a blueprint for a lot of Bush Bands as they were called. And for a while, if The

Bushwhackers played a certain set of songs for a dance, then that was the set that everybody played” (Scott,

PC, 11 March 2013). Another popular source for tunes was O’Neil’s 1001 Tunes from Ireland. Rob Bester

spent a lot of time with this book: “Id just go through them and play them. I had no recordings for me to

listen to, there were probably one or two cassettes I had, so for me the resources were in that book. Richard

Deegan had other books... finding recorded music was pretty difficult at the time” (Bester, R., PC 11 March

2013). As Anne Bester described it, “in that period, mostly the dance scene really was Anglo-Celtic. There

wasnt anything much around. No one was really experimenting much with different styles of dance that

have become popular in the folk scene. Our band, Fagus, did start to do some different kind of music, but it

was more performance then getting people to dance to it. So it was music starting to be different styles into

the scene but it wasnt actually being used for dancing as such. That came later” (Bester, A., PC 11 March

2013).

The first Tasmanian Folk Festival was held in 1977. Held in the town of Longford, the festival

is commonly known and referrred to throughout Tasmania as the ’Longford Folk Festival’. Figures 3.12

and 3.14 show Longford Folk Festival programme covers. Anne Bester was very inspired by the music

she heard at the Longford Folk Festival. They “started introducing bands that played kind of world music,

it was just creeping in... suddenly I heard Macedonian music, and wheres Macedonia? You know, early

twenties. I had no idea where Macedonia was” (Bester, A., PC 11 March 2013). Some of the bands she

heard at the festival that inspired her included Tanseys Fancy, Linsey Pollack, and Mara Kiek.

They came as a double with Steel Ice Band. They shared the gigs and toured around. For

me that was an incredible thing to hear. Something different to the Anglo-Celtic.... people

picked up some of the tunes. There was one tune, called Bear Dance that everyone started

playing, even in the Anglo bands started playing bear dance. Its sort of a Russian dance I think.

But anyway, I think that was probably one of the first tunes that started being played around

that wasnt quite Celtic. (Bester, A., PC, 11 March 2013).

When I asked about the types and frequency of dances held, Scott told me early on “it got to the

stage where most weekends wed have one. Sometimes wed have more then one a weekend. Sometimes we

had the Friday and Saturday night. I remember one weekend we had three including a Sunday afternoon

do out in the country. So there were no shortage of bookings” (Scott, PC, 11 March 2013). Many of these

gigs were fundraisers for various organizations throughout the community. The band “had that association

with the Wilderness Society so we did fundraisers for them, not that I recall us being a sort of political

band. It was more that these people were our friends. But we would do them for all sorts of organizations.

You know, the Guide Dogs or Schools. A school would say lets have a fundraiser, what will we do? Oh
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Figure 3.12: Tasmanian Folk Festival Program 1977

well have a folk dance! And wed draw in a good crowd. So wed do one for a local school or any sort of

sometimes private events (Scott, PC, 11 March 2013). Rob Bester explained that “because we were being

fully booked pretty much every weekend... the great big Wilderness Society ones in the city hall were great

successes, but there were a lot of fundraisers that we played for, for no fee that were pretty unsuccessful

events” (Bester, R., PC 11 March 2013). They “realized that if it was a fundraiser but they paid the band,

then they would actually make sure that it was successful. So we actually stopped doing free fundraisers

but we still did a lot of fundraisers but they were a lot more successful. What we realized, we would have

been better off doing a paid job on that weekend and donating the fee because theyd be get more money

and wed have more fun because there would be a bigger audience” (Bester, R., 11 March 2013). They also

played for a lot of weddings, birthday parties, and conferences. Tickets and posters from Collywobblers

dances are included in Figures 3.10, 3.11, and 3.13.

The Collywobblers were also asked to play for the Franklin Dam protests. Steve Scott explained

the protests:

There was a government body called the Hydro which has business with building dams and

theyd dammed everything else and the Franklin river was the last thing and an organization like

that and it was to build dams so, ok on with the Franklin Dam. But they had made a big mistake

earlier by flooding lake Pedder earlier for another dam, and lake Pedder was a lake in Tasmania

that had this legendary beautiful white beach with this brown tea-tree water to the edge of it.
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Figure 3.13: Wilderness Society folk dance poster with the Collywobblers

And they dammed that and that beach disappeared. And some people might say that was the

beginning of the environmental movement in Australia. A lot of people would probably say

that. It was the birth of politicians like Bob Brown. (Scott, PC, 11 March 2013)

There was a huge rally organized for 40,000 people who walked the streets of Hobart. This was about 10%

of the population of the entire state. There were several performances including the Collywobblers “as a

warm up to the main speaker, who was Bob Brown5... I remember standing on that stage and thinking

there is 40,000 people, this is like Woodstock for Tasmania! It was a big, big deal. It was the biggest single

gathering of people I think there has ever been in the state” (Scott, PC, 11 March 2013). In this instance,

the Collywobblers played just the tunes, and there was no organised dancing.

When asking the Collywobblers members about the demographics, Steve Scott told me “the dances

were really interesting because you would have such a range of people there from youngish teenagers, you

know, 15-16 going out as couples, right through to older people, all dancing together... in some ways it was

a special time, socially. I guess the coolest of the cool probably wouldnt have thought of it as an ok thing

to do, but you know there were a lot of people whos Friday nights, or Saturday nights, if there was a Bush

Dance on, which is what they were called even if they were in the town hall in the middle of town, that was

the place that they wanted to go to because it was great fun. Great social life” (Scott, PC, 11 March 2013).

In 1984 the first Huon Folk Festival was held and in 1986 the last Tasmanian Folk Festival was
5Bob Brown is the former leader of the Australian Greens political party.
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Figure 3.14: Tasmanian Folk Festival Program 1984

held. The Huon Folk Festival later became known as the Cygnet Folk Festival that still continues today.

In 1988 Australia-wide Bicentenary Celebrations were held. In Tasmania this included Bush Dancing at

schools around the state and the start of the Primary School Dance program.

In the 1990s, there was a diversification of dancing and music styles that were popular. Some

of these included Morris, Scottish, Irish, Balkan, Contra, Swing, and Ballroom styles. Cathy Hutchinson

and David Wanless took over the Tamanian Folk Federation and the organization began to convert from a

mostly music performance focused organisation to a social dance focused one. In 1995 Steve Ray also ran

Cygnet Folk Festival. Steve Ray described how the festival was burning out and the Cygnet Folk Club was

dying because all of the musos had formed bands and were always out performing and did not have time for

sessions any more. He started bringing in more world music and he described an ’African wave’ of music

that was popular around this time. “The educational side for me, I kept wanting more families because the

folk club had always included, never excluded kids. In the RSL days they were always running up and

down the corridors. They were very patient with us. And they grew up through the music. A lot of them

play music now. I really wanted to get families into the festival, and I really wanted to get the local families.

We still had the locals not coming and I though if we could get the locals coming it would be terrific! Thats

all we need. Not anybody else.” (Ray, PC, 12 March 2013).

This brings us back to the mid- 1990s and Fred Pribec’s arrival in 1998. Since this time, a variety

of dances has continued to be held. While Bush Dances are the focus of my research, they do not exist in

isolation and many of the attendees also participate in other social dance and music styles.
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4 The Tasmanian Heritage Fiddle Ensemble

The Tasmanian Heritage Fiddle Ensemble is a prominent performing and teaching ensemble in

Tasmania. It was founded by its current directors Marjorie Gadd (née Hern) and Steve Gadd in 2000 and

grew out of and concurrently with the musical movement focusing on Tasmanian identity described in the

previous chapter. The ensemble is a large, fiddle-based community orchestra of mostly school-aged musi-

cians with up to twenty fiddles, several mandolins, guitars, accordions and cellos and can number as many

as 25-30 players for some performances (Gadd and Gadd, 2013c). Now over a decade old, the ensemble

has performed at numerous festivals, concerts, fairs, dances and public events throughout Tasmania and has

been a featured act at The National Folk Festival in Canberra. Simply put, the ensemble strives to “revive a

hoard of great lost and over-looked music, to teach Tasmanian musicians to love and revere their own local

traditions and to contribute creatively to expanding these traditions” (Gadd and Gadd, 2013c).

I first interacted with the ensemble informally in late September of 2010 while I was in Tasmania

visiting friends who were studying at the University of Tasmania. I was invited to attend a rehearsal at

MacFie’s Music Shop in Hobart on a Wednesday night to learn some Tasmanian tunes at one of Heritage

Fiddle’s regular rehearsals. The following Saturday, the ensemble was performing for a Bush Dance at the

historic Sandfly Hall in the Huon Valley. They invited me to attend the dance and play along with any of the

sets I felt comfortable with and to dance as much as I liked. I remember being awed and inspired by these

young musicians learning and thoroughly enjoying tunes from their own heritage. Following this wonderful

experience and on my return to Tasmania in 2012-13 to conduct research for this thesis, I was encouraged

to come along to rehearsals and performances as often as I wanted and I performed with the ensemble at

Cygnet Folk Festival in January of 2013.

The story of the Tasmanian Heritage Fiddle Ensemble is essential to this thesis because the en-

semble exemplifies how the younger generation of musicians is embracing heritage Tasmanian music and

Tasmanian musical identity. In this chapter, I will discuss the vision, foundations, and goals of the directors

of the ensemble, describe the experiences and performances by the members, the sources of repertoire and

stylistic influences, the uses of harmonies and arrangement, and directions for the future. I will also briefly

discuss some of the current and former members’ other projects.

4.1 Founding and Goals

I interviewed the Gadds in February 2013 to find out more about the origins of The Tasmanian

Heritage Fiddle Ensemble (hereafter referred to as Heritage Fiddles), their backgrounds and their vision

for the ensemble and folk music in Tasmania. Steve and Marjorie Gadd both grew up in southern Tasma-

nia. Steve Gadd, a sixth generation Tasmanian born in 1957, describes himself as “a folk musician that

[sic] spans both traditional and revivalist folk music” (Gadd, S., PC, 17 Feb 2013). Marjorie studied at the
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Tasmanian Conservatorium of Music and was an Australian Music Examinations Board (AMEB) violin ex-

aminer for many years. The Gadds are active performers in many bands including “Button Grass Serenade”

(performing Tasmanian Heritage and Contemporary Tasmanian music), “Silkweed” (theatrically themed

performances), “Shake Sugaree” (Blues and Bluegrass), “As the Crow Flies” (contemporary and traditional

Fiddle based group), “Czardas” (Gypsy and gypsy-influenced music). In addition to performing with these

ensembles and directing the Heritage Fiddle Ensemble, the Gadds also run the Valley Strings School of

Music teaching over eighty students between them at any given time (Gadd and Gadd, 2013a). Steve and

Marjorie have also compiled and published The Tasmanian Heritage Apple Shed Dance Tunes, a book that

includes 230 traditional tunes collected from around the state and 24 contemporary tunes of their own com-

position. Steve has also co-authored On the Fiddle, a book about the life and music of colonial Tasmanian

fiddle player Alexander Laing, with Tasmanian historian Peter MacFie as described in the previous chapter.

It was only a short time before founding Heritage fiddles that the Gadds became aware of the

Heritage music present in Tasmania. Steve explained that his first intimation that there was music unique to

Tasmania came from multi-instrumentalist and fisheries scientist Fred Pribec around 1998/9. At the time,

Steve was in a Blues and Bluegrass band called Shake Shugaree in Hobart that had a regular four-hour gig

on Sunday nights. To give themselves a break from playing, they invited other musicians including Fred

along to play a short 15-20 minute set. As the story goes, Fred would come along every week and ask Steve

“do you know this? Have you ever heard this?” (Gadd, S., PC, 17 Feb 2013). Fred pointed Steve to the

recording of The Brown Boys album The Muttonbirders Dance which Steve acquired a copy of and also to

the Meredith tapes in the National Library. Steve told me that “one of the things that I found out is that John

Meredith had actually recorded people from families that I knew well but I never knew that they played!”

(Gadd, S., PC, 17 Feb 2013). Surprised to find there had been a musical tradition all around them that they

completely missed out on, Steve reflected, “the irony was that there was actually music here that had been

collected and recorded and people that were living here had no idea it existed” (Gadd, S., PC, 17 Feb 2013).

The idea of putting together an ensemble to teach and share this music began to form not long

after Fred’s revelation. Marjorie explained that after learning about the wealth of music from the area,

“what interested me was getting kids together and using a repertoire that they could identify with, even if it

is only by name... they could play the Mountain River Schottische and they can say ’Thats Mountain River,

I live there’ and I thought that is a really lovely link for kids to have - their own sort of regional culture”

(Gadd, M., PC, 17 Feb 2013).

Another driving idea behind Heritage Fiddles, especially for Steve, is the celebration of the history

and culture of Tasmania and showing that it is not a ’blank slate’ that needs to be filled with external

traditions. To explain what he meant by this, Steve told me:

Australian Aboriginals have got this notion that you have to sing a place into being for it to

truly exist and that you have to re-sing the songs every now and then, otherwise they loose
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their connectedness to this dimension and that a place will stop being, kind of, historically and

culturally and ethically deep as soon as you stop telling the stories and singing the songs and

playing the tunes that belong there. It starts becoming a slate on which you just put lots of

other peoples tunes. Lots of things that were never really part of the history (Gadd, S., PC, 17

Feb 2013)

Acknowledging that there was music in Tasmania before it was settled by Europeans and their descendants,

after learning about the musical heritage within Tasmania’s more recent history Steve was saddened by the

trends he was witnessing in the folk scene.

There was an American Folk Ballad trend that was replaced by an English and Irish Folk Ballad

trend that was replaced by a second American Folk Ballad trend that was replaced by a kind

of Irish music trend that was replaced by an Old Timey American music, that was replaced

by a Bluegrass that was replaced by another revival of the Irish music trend which then was

replaced by Scottish music and we saw the musicians and we sort of thought, everyone was

always aspiring as good as the people they heard on these records and they would take trips to

Ireland or Scotland or the US to see if they were good enough and they were always gauging

the authenticity of what they did from somewhere else and I thought that this is not about our

culture at all and its not even remotely honest to place or self. (Gadd, S., PC, 17 Feb 2013)

The establishment of Heritage Fiddles was also a conscious attempt to counteract this cultural cringe. As

Marjorie explained, “whats happened in music is that we have an International culture. So if you go into

your [classical music] exam, if you are in America, or Australia, or you have four pieces that you have to

do and they will all be the same. Maybe you will have one that is a hoedown or something that is just a nod

to the more popular culture. But then youve got that regional culture that has dissipated ever since mass

culture came about” (Gadd, M., PC, 17 Feb 2013). One of her aims for Heritage Fiddles is “reviving that

regional culture so that we dont always be a derivative culture or a catch up culture or second class citizens

because everything is coming from somewhere else” (Gadd, M., PC, 17 Feb 2013). She strives to “imbue

children with the feeling that they have their own repertoire that belongs here and it belonged to their great

grandparents and even their great great grandparents, then they have a stability in their culture that gives

them a sense of pride in who they are, where they are and I think that it feeds into the way they lead their

lives - the decisions they make in life” (Gadd, M., PC, 17 Feb 2013).

In addition to counteracting the “cultural cringe” that she described above, one of Marjorie’s goals

with the ensemble is to engage her students so that they will continue to enjoy music-making throughout

their lives. When I interviewed her, she described her experiences with the AMEB exam system and how

she found that students left knowing a few classical pieces “that no one can play with them except a really

good pianist.” In addition she found that around 90% of students she teaches decided not to go on to
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pursue music beyond their school years. Identifying this 90% of students as ’also-rans’ who do not go on to

become professional musicians, she found herself asking “why arent we teaching these people? And how

can we enhance their lives rather then making them feel like they are failures because they cant play the

Tchaikovsky concerto when they are 14” (Gadd, M., PC, 17 Feb 2013).

Throughout their current projects, the Gadds stress the importance of preserving the musical and

cultural identity of Tasmania. They also look overseas for inspiration from regions such as “the Shetlands,

Ireland, the Hebrides, the Bayou area of Louisiana in the USA and Canada’s Cape Breton [who] have each,

through the work of a handful of revivalists, brought almost vanished local musical and dance idioms back

into life” (Gadd and Gadd, 2013b). They explained that “in each of these cases these revivals have seen the

young in these regions now growing up with a renewed sense of their identity and a sense of belonging to

a place with a strong cultural uniqueness” (Gadd and Gadd, 2013b). Their aim with Heritage Fiddles is to

do the same through the “reinvigoration [of] the music scene with traditional and contemporary Tasmanian

music” (Gadd and Gadd, 2013b). Their hope is that the revival and development of local Tasmanian music

and dance “will lay the basis for a strong cultural and tourist industry and will entice (Tasmanians) to return

to their rediscovered roots” and their goal is “to facilitate a revival of traditional Tasmanian country dance

music and the dances that were done to these tunes” (Gadd and Gadd, 2013b).

Through Heritage Fiddles the Gadds have introduced hundreds of young people to a repertoire that

they can identify with on a local and personal level. These students begin to understand the local history

through the stories behind the tunes and feel that their own compositions can be assimilated into an ongoing

tradition. By the time they grow out of the ensemble, students are left with a repertoire of music they can

share with anyone of any age on any instrument.

4.2 Membership and Rehearsals

This section explores the makeup of the Tasmanian Heritage Fiddle Ensemble, how rehearsals

function, and the culture of the ensemble. While I have already described the foundation, size, and goals of

Heritage Fiddles, it also important to understand the demographic of the group. The ensemble is primarily

made up of students ranging in age from 8 to 18, but the group also includes a few adult members, most of

whom started learning their instruments later in life. Many of the students, especially in the early years of

the ensemble’s formation, had been studying with Marjorie or Steve through school or the Valley Strings

program before joining the ensemble. As the reputation of the ensemble has grown, there are more young

fiddlers joining without the prior connections to the directors. In an interview, one of the early members of

the ensemble, Niccola Sykes, reflected that

I started off as one of the tiniest in the group and by the time I left I was probably in College...

I think there is this awkward age gap where people kinda stop coming along in their late teens

and then there are people that are much older in Heritage Fiddle group, so at least in their
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thirties if not forties or fifties... I had kind of got to the awkward gap. I could have kept going

but I was also traveling at around that time and I guess thats why a lot of people that age stop

coming along. (Sykes, PC, 12 Mar 2013)

At the present, there are also a few fiddlers who joined in high school and have continued to participate

through their university years. This reflects a change in the culture of the ensemble since its formation

and a slightly smaller gap of absent ages within the ensemble. A former member of the ensemble, Bridget

Hickey, noted that while she was in the ensemble and attending Bush Dances, many of her school friends

were not interested in folk music and many classmates did not want to come along to dances because it was

’uncool’. As Bridget put it,

There arent many young people full stop (sic) playing folk music in Tasmania. There are

increasingly more young people as Heritage Strings draws them in. Mostly a little bit younger

then me now.... just about 100% of my peer group, that I spend time with in Tasmania, is

not interested in and does not engage with the folk community whatsoever... the friends that

are engaged in the folk community mostly are on the mainland in Melbourne and Western

Australia and Canberra. I have had very few friends in Tasmania interested in folk music, with

the exception of those two years in Heritage Fiddle. (Hickey, B., PC, 7 Feb 2013)

The group is very welcoming and supportive of visiting musicians and new members. In the rehearsals I

attended a few other visiting musicians, including a young button accordion player from France and a guitar

player from the United States, came along to see what the ensemble was all about and learn a few tunes.

Long-time members of the ensemble also feel the strength of the community of the ensemble. Emily told

me in an interview that “it’s like a little family really, particularly the people who have been there a long

time and people who leave and come back” (Wolfe, PC, 27 Feb 2013). This community support is readily

observed and felt in the rehearsal and performance settings and in encounters with members around town

in other contexts. The Gadds also established a Facebook Group in September of 2008 called “Friends of

The Tasmanian Heritage Fiddle Ensemble,” that is a digital extension of the communal environment of the

ensemble. The Facebook Group allows members of the ensemble, past and present, and friends from the

community to share videos of tunes, photos from gigs and share information about upcoming concerts and

other opportunities. As of the 12th of February 2014, this Facebook group reaches 209 members.

Heritage Fiddle rehearsals are held on Wednesday afternoons for an hour in a rehearsal space

in the basement of MacFie’s Music shop on Elizabeth St in the Hobart CBD. The group rehearses and

performs mainly around the Hobart area and southern Tasmania. This rehearsal location inevitably limits

the membership to individuals who reside nearby. Rehearsals are scheduled to coincide roughly with the

school terms and members pay a small fee for use of the rehearsal space and tuition. Usually the whole

group practices together, but occasionally the rehearsals will be split so the younger and newer members
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go off into a different room to practice while the more experienced members work on something different.

Perhaps due to more advanced players staying active in the ensemble in recent years, Marjorie and Steve

have begun to encourage some of the more advanced students to lead the rehearsals now and then. While

I was in Hobart, one rehearsal was led by secondary school student Ziah Cooper and another was led by

Emily Wolfe who is currently studying at the University of Tasmania Conservatorium of Music. I think

that allowing students to lead rehearsals has played a significant role in keeping older students engaged and

also supports the future of the tradition in that these young leaders have a strong sense of ownership and

value promoting Tasmanian music old and new. It also gives them practical teaching experience with the

support of Marjorie and Steve for mentorship guidance. An aspiring music teacher, Emily acknowledged “I

wouldnt be the fiddle player that I am now if it wasnt for Heritage” (Wolfe, PC, 27 Feb 2013).

One of my favorite moments from the rehearsals I attended was a few weeks before the 2013

Cygnet Folk Festival. There was a new set of tunes passed around for a dance set at the festival. After

playing through the tunes a few times, it seemed as though everyone’s eyes lit up and smiles began to fill

the room. The more advanced fiddle players began experimenting with harmonies, bouncing along to the

music and laughing when something they played sounded a little out of place. Their harmonies played off

of each other, and you could hear them exchanging ideas and filling out the chords. A few minutes later, we

went around the circle taking turns playing parts of the tune in pairs. Many of the younger students were

pleased with themselves for making it all the way through the tune and several of the advanced players

tried out double stops and chordal accompaniments while the other played the melody. These inspired and

empowered fiddle players enjoy the performative and educational movement the Gadds have created.

4.3 Repertoire, Composition and Arrangements

The repertoire played by the ensemble is chosen by the directors. It primarily consists of collected

tunes from throughout Tasmania but it also includes many recent compositions by members of the ensemble

and the surrounding community. From my experiences with the ensemble, the repertoire slowly changes

depending on current projects and interests. In addition to looking into the sources of material, this section

will also touch on the evolution of harmonies and arrangements of the material for performance and how

this is influencing composition and tastes within the ensemble.

The sheet music given to members of Heritage Fiddles is generally transcribed by Steve and Mar-

jorie Gadd and handed out with bowings notated, in line with classical rehearsal protocols on music reading

using bowings to create stylistic phrasing. Although the notated music is handed out, it seems that students

are largely learning the music by ear in rehearsals, using the notated music as a guide for remembering

the tunes and aiding them in figuring out the trickier sections. Interestingly, from my experiences with the

ensemble, while background information on the tunes is usually explained to the audiences at concert style

performances, the members of the ensemble often do not know who a tune was written by or collected from
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or remember any of the stories that go along with the tune. This may be due partially to the fact that this

information is often left off the copies of tunes shared with members.

The newest batch of repertoire while I was visiting in 2013 was written by Max Webb, a mid-

20th century Tasmanian composer and former member of the Tasmania Police Pipe Band. Steve Gadd is

currently transcribing many of Max Webb’s tunes and preparing them for publication. Another big portion

of the recent repertoire of Heritage Fiddles, reaching back to about 2008, was written by Alexander Laing.

Laing was a former convict at Port Arthur hailing from Scotland who later became a police constable and

was a prolific composer and fiddle player until his death in 1868. The Gadds have worked extensively with

Peter MacFie to produce a book about the life and music of Alexander Laing from an original manuscript

that was found in in the State Library of Tasmania. While the book they produced features 65 original

melodies by Laing, I understand that quite a few of the tunes found in the manuscript are still popular

tunes in sessions today such as “The Irish Washerwoman.” Earlier on in the ensemble’s history Steve and

Marjorie put together a book titled Tasmanian Heritage Apple Shed Tune Book, of which two editions were

published. It includes transcriptions of traditional schottisches, mazurkas, polkas, waltzes, reels, jigs and

novelty tunes played in rural Tasmania from roughly 1840 through to the 1960s.

I interviewed several of the young musicians in Heritage Fiddles and asked them to describe the

music they play in the ensemble and where it was coming from. Ziah Cooper theorized about the origins

and directions of the music played and identified as Tasmanian: I suppose like a language, when it moves to

another place and it is isolated on its own, it changes... into a separate style of music. So, Tasmanian music

is quite its own genre, it’s got elements of original Irish and Scottish music and English music in it, but... it

keeps changing with new influences of Bluegrass and Klezmer and all sorts of things (Cooper, PC, 20 Feb

2013). Fiddle player Violet Harrison-Day explained that a lot of it stems from the music that was played in

the Apple Sheds for dances that used to be held back when Tasmania was a big apple exporting state. Other

music that has influenced what we play was from early colonial music [B. says the convicts], and Celtic

music and all sorts of things (Harrison-Day, V., PC, 20 Feb 2013). Violet’s sister, Beatrice, felt that “a lot

of modern Tasmanian music is sort of written to be less as dance music and more as sort of like music to be

played (Harrison-Day, B., PC, 20 Feb 2013). When I asked Rebecca Bryan about the music they play in the

ensemble, she explained that she felt a connection “to the older Tasmanian tunes because often they relate

to a place that you know. For example, with the Alexander Lang collection, there are a lot of references to

places that Tasmanians would have visited, or have known about. The history is just all there, really close

by” (Bryan, R., PC, 3 Mar 2013).

Realizing they are a part of this history, many of the young musicians are inspired to write their

pieces. Not long after joining the ensemble, Rebecca was inspired by local composers and began writing

her own tunes when she was in around year 8 in school. As she explained it,

I think there is this sort of divide between the classical composers and then realizing that
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people can actually compose their own music, it doesn’t matter where they are from, there is

this idea that you have to be a certain type of person or from a certain place to be able to be able

to write your own original music, and I think it is a bit sad that that happens. But I think that

especially here in Tasmania and the people that I have seen, are trying to get across to people

that that is not necessarily the case, that we dont have to that. You can write your own thing, it

doesnt matter. Thats allowed.... its a real drawcard, for people who are from here to [be able

to] say, yeah cool, people can actually write things here. People have done that before here in

the past and we should continue to do that. (Bryan, R., PC, 3 Mar 2013)

This is one of the aspects of Heritage Fiddles that I found amazing and incredibly promising for the future

of Tasmanian folk music: the culture of composition within the ensemble. The Gadds encourage members

of the ensemble to write their own tunes to make their own contributions to Tasmanian music and many

of the new compositions become a part of the repertoire. A past member of the ensemble, Bridget Hickey,

remembered that “if a student or a member of the group brought along a tune [that they composed], that

was incorporated into the repertoire... I dont think I ever did that, but I remember that happening. That

was really supportive and cool (Hickey, B., PC, 7 Feb 2013). As Steve explained, “they grow up playing

in a group where it is expected that eventually you will put together an original... [to start] maybe you will

put together a second part [or harmony] or you will work out a rhythm groove to go against something, but

eventually you will probably write a whole tune” (Gadd, S., PC, 17 Feb 2013). Sometimes students need

a little extra encouragement to write music, but the form of the standard dance tune, whether it be a jig

or reel, is simple enough and repetitive. As Marjorie explained, “some of them will just do that anyway,

but with the dance form it is really easy because you can say, all you need is two sections and you need

32 bars... So just go away and do it” (Gadd, M., PC, 17 Feb 2013). Once tunes are composed they are

often workshopped and tweaked a little with the Gadds before they are introduced to the ensemble. The

Gadds also cited the Folk Federation of Tasmania’s Annual Tune and Songwriting Competition as a source

of motivation for students. Steve explained that “we have got this sort of history where someone from our

group wins something every year just about” and when the deadline is approaching it gives members an

extra nudge to finish partially composed tunes (Gadd, S., PC, 17 Feb 2013). Steve also noted that not all of

the tunes that are composed end up sticking in the repertoire as “there is a Darwinistic process [the] second

tune [is] much better and so on. Kids know when their tunes are not as good as it could be and the good

tunes will always get played a lot” (Gadd, S., PC, 17 Feb 2013).

Not only are members of the ensemble encouraged to compose new tunes, but they are also encour-

aged to try out harmonies and accompanying rhythm parts. As I described in the previous section, when the

ensemble was exploring a new dance set before Cygnet Folk Festival, members took this encouragement to

heart and were not at all shy to experiment with harmonies in rehearsals. Sometimes the harmonies clash,

but they are usually smoothed out over time. Marjorie explained that she tries “not [to] impose too much
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on that living culture. Because you can squash it really easily” (Gadd, M., PC, 17 Feb 2013). Emily Wolfe

noted that different regions and specific composers have pieces that entice different sorts of arrangements

and ornamentation. I noticed, particularly, that many tunes Heritage Fiddles plays with swung beats. Emily

also appreciated the fact that everyone was encouraged to bring their own voice to the music: “every person

has different backgrounds and they look at the Tasmanian tunes and interpret it in a different way” (Wolfe,

PC, 27 Feb 2013). At the rehearsals and performances I attended, I also noticed that several of the fiddle

players were experimenting with ’the chop,’ a modern fiddle technique of percussive playing that has been

credited to Bluegrass fiddle player Richard Green in 1966 (Risk, 2012). Emily told me she picked this up

after hearing it on recordings and watching performances by a few touring musicians and working out the

rest on her own.

4.4 Performances, Directions and Former Members

The public experiences Heritage Fiddles through two types of performances: concerts and Bush

Dances. Concert performances often feature arrangements and sets of tunes that would not be possible in

a dance setting such as transitioning from a slow waltz or air to jig or a reel. In performance, members are

encouraged to play music from memory rather then reading, but memorizing music is not mandatory and

from my experience does not appear to be discussed at all during rehearsals. I also noticed that while sets

of tunes are taught and worked on, no time is spent polishing the individual tunes to perfection. Instead, the

music is celebrated and enjoyed organically allowing for individual interpretation and improvised harmonies

to appear in both rehearsal and performance settings rather then a wall of singular fiddle sound.

Several of the young musicians I interviewed noted a big difference between the energy surround-

ing a concert performance and that of a dance performance. As Rebecca Bryan explained it to me,

I play concerts where the audience is just sitting and listening... but with dancing, to me, it is

not like a concert. It is a little bit like a concert because the dancers are almost like an audience,

but its different because I feel that when I am playing for a dance, I can relax more then when I

am playing for a concert.... There is a mixture between the dancers and musicians, its not like

the barrier between the audience and the performers, its more like everybody has to do their

part so it can work. Its more interactive and I find that a lot easier (Bryan, R., PC, 3 March

2013)

This reflects Turino’s concept of presentational performance versus a participatory performance (2008). In

preparing Heritage Fiddles to play for a dance, Rebecca Bryan described working with the dance caller

during rehearsals:

I have memories of the Tasmanian Heritage Fiddle Ensemble having rehearsals where you

would turn up and the dance caller would be there. More often then not, it would be David
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Wanless.... [we would] be playing the tune through for each dance and David thinking through

the steps... and then making comments like that doesnt work or that tune has two extra bars that

we dont need for this dance so do we change the tune or take out the extra bars or whatever is

easier for you” and then Marjorie and Steve had to go through and decide. That was usually for

dances we hadnt played for before.... and then of course the speed of it would be talked about.

Thats a bit to fast or “start off slower,” but I find that particularly David is good to understand

and he is good at communicating what needs to be done (Bryan, R., PC, 3 March 2013)

Bridget Hickey explained this further: we were given [the names of] dances and the number of bars that

needed to be matched to it, which often were quite irregular, so it involved some interesting piecing together

tunes.... I remember finding trying to remember which tunes and how we pieced them together difficult.

Just one A and two Bs and then you know three As or something. [It was] very confusing (Hickey, B.,

PC, 7 Feb 2013). This may be partially due to the fact that some dances were written to go along with

specific tunes while other tunes are more favored to play. Steve Gadd also told me about several attempts

they have made to revive some of the old dances such as the Alberts and more complex quadrilles that there

are records of being very popular in Tasmania. After a few frustrating experiences where an 8 minute dance

took a half hour or more to teach, they “have gone back to doing mostly revival type dances but with more

traditional tunes” (Gadd, S., PC, 17 Feb 2013).

Beyond the the immediate realm of the ensemble, the impact of Heritage Fiddles on the musical

community in the Hobart area and potentially throughout Tasmania is significant. The 2013 Cygnet Folk

Festival Program encapsulated this impact very briefly: “the Ensemble now has a proud 12 year history

and its ranks have included nearly 200 players over that time.” The members of the ensemble past, present,

and future are likely to continue to play and enjoy tunes from the repertoire. A few of the current projects

former and current members of the ensemble are a part of include bands As the Crow Flies and The Pa-

jama Brothers. While both of these bands are performance ensembles rather then dance bands, there is a

strong potential for continued evolution of Tasmanian dance music traditions inspired through these young

musicians.
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5 The Primary School Dance Program

Thousands of primary school children from throughout Tasmania gather in sports stadiums around

the state in September of every second year. In brightly colored shirts or school uniforms, groups of students

line up and enjoy dances to the rip-roaring sounds of The Cockies dance band. After spending much of the

winter term in their physical education classes at school learning new dances, it all comes together in the

culminating Dance Event. This ongoing program run by Steve Ray from Cygnet, Tasmania has reached an

entire generation of Tasmanian children since it began in 1980.

The program celebrates and teaches these young students about dances and cultures both locally

and from around the world in the longest running and largest school dance event in Australia (Ray, PC, 12

March 2013). In total, 20-25,000 students participate in the dance event every time it is held. To give some

perspective, Tasmania had 95,500 children under 15 years of age in June 2011 (Population by Age and Sex,

2011) and in 2010 there were 63,971 children between the ages of 5-14 (Population by Age and Sex, 2010).

This means nearly one third of the children in Tasmania between the ages of 5-14 participate in the dance

event every time it is held. Often, individual schools only send students from one or two year levels to

participate. As parents and friends are often invited to participate as well, the numbers of participants can

be quite large. Actually executing the event is a logistical marvel involving hundreds of buses, coordination

with the local councils and police to redirect traffic, close roads and arrange spaces for parent parking for

the 2000+ students at each session (Cameron, 2006).

5.1 History of the Dance Event

The Primary Schools Dance Event has been running since 1980 when it began as part of the

Salamanca Arts Festival under the name of the Children’s Dance Event. On that occasion, around 800

children danced to taped music at Salamanca Place in Hobart (Ray, PC, 23 August 2013). The event was

started by Anne Thwaites who was a physical education teacher and a member of the Australian Association

of Dance Educators. As Steve Ray told me in an email, the AADE “brought dance teachers down [to

Tasmania] for adult workshops and did demos in the shopping centers to promote dance in the community”

(Ray, PC, 23 August 2013). Thwaites sought to expand the workshops to school children and was “gathering

teachers together and doing dance workshops and [a] dance at a gathering (the Children’s Dance Event at

the Salamanca Arts Festival) as a celebration” in Hobart (Ray, PC, 12 March 2013). Steve Ray was asked

by Thwaites to MC the first event in 1980 and in later years put together a band to play live rather than

using recorded music. As the MC, Ray described what the dances were about and gave a short background

about each one before the children danced.

In 1981, Ray began to get involved in the educational side of things. He and his wife Jane re-

searched dances suitable for children from Australia and the world. As Ray described it, “it started off, just
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easy bush dances. Easy bush dances being Shirley [Andrews], [and] The Bushwhackers, naturally” (Ray,

PC, 12 March 2013). In Section 5.2, I go in to greater detail on Ray’s research, influences and method-

ology. Ray formed a band to perform for the dance events at Anne Thwaites’ request. The band played

music Thwaites had sent around to the teachers on recordings for their students to practice with in class.

The band was made up of Steve Ray and his wife Jane and their friends Mike Raine and Roger Gillison.

The Rays had been inspired by the Longford Folk Festival just a few years before to “buy instruments and

get involved with the music... we’d gone to two Longfords and we end up here [Cygnet] with very poor

instruments but mad keen to play” (Ray, PC, 12 March 2013). Just before they moved to Cygnet, the Rays

lived on the west coast and gained some dance band experience playing with Jo Breams from one of the

early Australian Bush Dance bands. The Cockies dance band evolved out of these early dances and went

on to branch out into private gigs, festivals and even running conference sessions for various organizations.

In 1987 The Cockies ran the Children’s Dance Event for the first time (Raine, 2001). In the early

days after Anne Thwaites left, administration was “handled by the Physical Education Department Senior

staff” (Ray, PC, 23 August 2013). Later on, that department was cut and the administration was handled by

Nigel Cairns from the Swimming and Water Safety Office in the Tasmanian Department of Education and

the Arts (Ray, PC, 23 August 2013). When Thwaites left and Ray and the Cockies took over, they needed

a way to present the material to the schools. The Physical Education Department and later the Swimming

and Safety provided the funding, transportation, and even paid for substitute teachers for Ray at Huonville

Primary while he was away running the training sessions. The Tasmanian Department of Education and

the Australian Broadcasting Corporation supported the Cockies by giving them the ability to record audio

tracks for the upcoming dance event. These recordings were distributed among teachers as part of the

package to prepare students for the event.

In 1988, special Bicentenary Celebrations were held at Salamanca and the Children’s Dance Event

included “Australian Bush Danes and the new dance The Rainbow Serpent” (Ray, PC, 23 August 2013). By

1990, more than 20,000 children were dancing to a “program of dances arranged, choreographed, recorded

and performed by The Cockies, at a variety of venues across Tasmania” (Raine, 2001). Bridget Hickey

remembered attending the event as a child in the early 90s, held in the Casino carpark the year she attended.

As she described it “all the primary school kids got taught a few bush dances and lots of people my age will

remember this, and probably those younger and older... We all got taught them in PE lessons and we went

to the Casino I think it was... and did those dances and then we all got bussed home. I remember it being

pretty cool” (Hickey, PC, 7 Feb 2013).

The Children’s Dance Event became biennial in 1998, but soon after “expanded to take in the

regional areas of Tasmania, alternating between the metropolitan and regional centres each year” (Raine,

2001). The program is now administered through Huonville Primary School in Huonville, Tasmania. They

manage all of the finances and assist with the coordination of workshops and the performance events. Ray
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also works with a group of students there on a regular basis to test dances, and with permission, video them

for the teacher resources.

5.2 Inspiration and Sources for Dances

Ray was inspired by workshops he attended for dance and PE educators including Israeli dances

and the work of Dutch dance educator Andre Van de Plas who specializes in dances for children. Van de

Plas visited Australia on several occasions giving workshops to teachers. During my interview with Ray,

he showed me a few books by Van de Plas including Children’s Folk Dances published in 1997. Yves

and France Moreau also came to Australia in 1985 on a teaching tour for Children’s Folk Dances. Steve

also showed me a copy of the Calgary Board of Education (Canada) Physical Education Curriculum Action

Project from 1983 on Elementary Folk Dance. This copy was originally owned by the Education Depart-

ment of Tasmania Physical Education Branch and was possibly influential to Tasmanian Physical Education

dance related standards. In Steve’s collection there were also several copies of various Bushwackers Band

dance books including Down There for Dancing and The Bushwhackers Band Dance Book.

After years of teaching and working with children, Ray gained the confidence to start writing and

refining dances to specifically suit the kids. His dances often feature lyrics you can sing along to, prompting

your memory for the dance sequence. Samples of these are included in Section 5.4. In an interview with

Ray in March of 2013, he described working with students who did not want to touch hands or dance with

the opposite gender. He stressed the importance of motivating and involving the kids to whatever level they

were comfortable participating. I dont like to force someone to do anything. So Ive got to motivate those

kids. some kids have a terrible fear of being touched, some kids are really shy or maybe have a part of their

personality that makes them fearful of social connections, or they cant handle the noise. We (the educators)

have to try to get all of those kids involved so that means you can break any rules of the dance you like. If I

present a dance, I will usually show multiple starting points. Three levels, three ways of entering the same

dance (Ray, PC, 12 March 2013).

Over the history of the dance event there has been a change in focus. It started out heavily Anglo-

Celtic influenced then branched out to encompass dance from around the world and in recent years the

focus has narrowed to Tasmania on “our own culture, our own history” (Ray, PC, 12 March 2013). Its

really, what was Australia doing in dance, what can Tasmania do, what is the world doing, and its probably

got more towards Tasmania, the longer Ive gone. Im starting to write about our own animals, for the little

kids, rather then taking something from somewhere else (Ray, PC, 12 March 2013). “It reflects the diverse

nature of Australian society today, drawing on the many folk traditions that form the Australian musical

heritage, including American, Bulgarian, Canadian, Celtic, French, Greek, Israeli and other traditions”

(Raine, 2001).

For Ray it was not just the dances themselves that influenced the choices for the dance event. The
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music and the interactions between the band and the dancers as a whole were very important. Ray found

the Bushwhackers inspiring “because it was electric. All the instruments, it was beautifully played. Too fast

for kids in lots of ways. The thing that struck me was the calling was like another musician, a real musician

in the band. So that influence was huge because I wanted to integrate calling into the music. I didnt want

to have a caller out the front. I wanted a singing caller in the band. So thats why I came in the band as

a mandolin player because I wanted to be able to play and call at the same time. And arrange the music

around it. So if we had a difficult start, it would be just a nice little start and Id get it going and wed hit it

and BANG! So The Bushwhackers, the caller there, that was a real discovery” (Ray, PC, 12 March 2013).

For each dance event, Ray aims to include a variety of dance shapes including lines, circles,

squares, and partner dances. As he describes it, naturally if there is a developmental scale, line dances

and dances in free space [with] no partners are a great way to start. And then it just gets, developmentally,

more complex. And so I try and have everything in a set of six dances in the dance event for the older kids

and for the younger kids we are just trying to go from spaces and no partners through to early connections

and circles (Ray, PC, 12 March 2013).

5.3 Teacher Training and School Curriculum

Getting the physical education teachers, music teachers and teacher’s aides motivated and aligned

with the project is a very important aspect of Ray’s work. Each dance event year he travels around the

state running teacher training workshops to prepare the teachers for the event and distribute the curriculum

materials. He creates all of the materials for the workshops himself. Teachers leave the workshops with a

DVD of the dances for reference, a packet of written dances including explanations of the history behind

each dance and possible modifications to help them tailor the dances to the needs of their students, and a

CD of the music to use during dance practices.

Teacher training workshops are held in the Clarence Sports Centre near Hobart, and at additional

locations in the west and northwest of the state. Launceston Sports Association now runs its own teacher

training workshop in the north. In these workshops, each dance is worked through with the teachers as they

in turn will teach their students. While teaching and explaining the dances and their backgrounds, Ray also

describes how many of the dances tie in to other parts of the school curriculum such as science, history and

music.

Preparation for the next event begins soon after the event finishes. Ray decides on the dances he

wants to use and often writes a few new ones. Working with his band, The Cockies, Ray writes and arranges

the music to record onto the teaching CDs. As the teacher workshops are approaching, he test drives dances

with students from Huonville Primary School and videos the dances for the reference DVDs.

The program is not officially part of the Physical Education program in Tasmania but is widely

accepted among teachers. Their inclusion in the program is by choice and habit. As Ray put it, “I guess the
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proof is in the pudding. It just keeps growing. So it’s very much a part of the curriculum but probably not

officially” (Ray, PC, 12 March 2013). Ray expressed how the interest level of the teachers in the project

affects the students. In an example he gave of a teacher on the west coast, he says youll have someone who

has her grade two kids doing the hardest square dances youve ever seen ’cause she loves it and gets them

doing it and they love it and they just fire up and she says Were staying for the next one! Weve done the

easy ones and now we are going to stay for the hard ones. Thats been happening for twenty five years (Ray,

PC, 12 March 2013). I did not have a chance to study the reception of the Primary School Dance Program

by teachers and students, but this would be an interesting area for future study.

Some schools include only a small group of children, for example just the year 3 and 4 students,

while others bring the whole school. At Lindisfarne North Primary School in Hobart, the newsletter noted

“students from Prep to Grade 6 are currently being taught dances for this years Primary Schools Dance

Event by Mr Christie and Mrs Mitchell” (Lindisfarne, 2012). At the Friends School in Tasmania “students

from Prep, Year 1 and Year 2 will travel to the Tasmanian Hockey Centre on Wednesday 29 August to

participate in the dance event. Children have learnt the dances during combined Physical Education and

Music lessons throughout Term 2. Lisa Di Venuto, Catherine Cretan and Lynn Cuthbertson along with

classroom teachers will accompany students by bus to this event. Parents and friends are invited to attend

and dances start at 10.45am” (Friends School, 2012).

5.4 The 2012 Dance Event

In 2012, the Primary Schools Dance event took place at three separate locations, in the North

West, West, and South of the state. Each group of students learned six dances with differing dances or

dance versions for early childhood and later Primary school aged students. The theme for the 2012 pro-

gram was “’Tasmania.’ Its flora, fauna, history, geography, and social life” (Ray, 2012a). This reflects

the overall theme I found in the revival of collected Tasmanian tunes and dances and the movement as a

whole. Connections to location and environment and the history of Tasmania inform the Tasmanian musical

identity.

For example, the Railroad Square Dance “was inspired by discovering just how many train stations

and sidings Tasmania used to have. This is a square dance that tries to come up with steps and moves that

replicate the old trains that travelled much of Tasmania” (Ray, 2012a). “We had railroads everywhere. It

was amazing!.... There were huge populations on the west coast serviced by rail. Everything was done by

rail” (Ray, PC, 12 March 2013). The dance itself utilizes some American influences including a singing call

to the traditional song from the British Isles Bangum and a tune called The Tasman Limited. The singing

calls for this dance are as follows:

Take your partner, promenade
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Promenade round the ring

Take your partner, promenade round the ring

Everyone in to three and four

All go back and shut the door

Pass your partner right and left

A fine dance

Do si do and by the right, by the right

Do si do and by the left, by the left

Everyone in to three and four

All go back and shut the door

Pass your partner right and left

A fine dance (Ray, 2012b)

This dance also includes a rhythmic musical bridge reminiscent of the story of The Little Engine that Could:

“I think I can, I know I can / Get over that hill” (Ray, 2012b).

Along the same lines as the Railroad Square Dance, Country Dance is based on the history of

dancing in rural Tasmania. “Country dances were very popular in rural areas for many years as can be seen

by the number of small and large country halls still dotted all over our state. In fact some are in places where

there are very few people living any more. There were many great dance bands that travelled to play the

popular musical styles of the day. Some of these dances like the Waltz, Mambo, Barn Dance, Foxtrot, Two

Step, Polka, Schottische and many others are becoming popular again as people discover the enjoyment to

be had in couples dancing. The dances were major social occasions and lots of fun was had by all who

attended” (Ray, 2012a). This dance incorporates the Barn Dance, the polka step, and is a circular partner

dance.

Way down south in a valley below

There is an old town country hall

Where they dance the two step

The waltz and the fox trot

The mambo, the polka

Then they walk on home

They walk on home (Ray, 2012b)

The music includes an echo of the Old Time American tune Cluck Old Hen and the lyrics
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Cluck old Chicken

My old hen is a good old hen

She lays eggs for the railroad men

Sometimes six, sometimes ten

Then she has to start again

Cluck old Chicken (Ray, 2012b)

Animal inspired dances included The Honey Bee Dance and The Tassie Devil Dance, both animals found in

Tasmania. The Honey Bee Dance was “inspired by an ABC interview with North West Coast man Headley

Hoskins who has worked for many years in the bush with his honey bees making honey” (Ray, 2012a).

The Tassie Devil Dance was inspired by “an article and photo of some young devils walking towards some

people on a beach. It seems the young devils had not yet developed any fear of humans and indeed now we

are doing our very best to save them in Tasmania” (Ray, 2012a). The Tassie Devil Dance is accompanied by

lyrics as follows “You know what some say / They say my jaw is as big as a whales jaw / I may be wrong,

I may be right / But I can chew through bones in the middle of the night / I may be right, I may be wrong /

But a whale is big, I’m little and strong” (Ray, 2012a).

Geography inspired the dance game Pedra Branca. This dance is “played in ’Rock’ style and is

inspired by the storm of surfers and a little skink.... Storm surfers are a group of men who visited Pedra

to find the biggest waves in the world to surf. The skink looks a lot like a surfer in a wet suit lying on a

surfboard” (Ray, 2012a). Pedra Branca is an island 28 kilometers South of the South East tip of Tasmania.

It is home to a unique skink not found anywhere else in the world that lives in the crevices and survives on

food left by the bird populations, insects, and spiders. In the teacher’s instruction booklet, Ray describes

how Pedra Branca is thought to have been separated from the mainland 15,000 years ago and is pounded by

huge seas that travel long distances before striking the rock. Ray proceeds to describe the formation of the

dance, a square set of four couples and “one person in the centre (Pedra)” (Ray, 2012a). Over the course of

the dance couples dance around ’Pedra’ and near the end of the dance everyone finds a new partner and the

person without a partner is the new ’Pedra.’ Essentially this dance is a version of the Ninepins Quadrille:

couples pass around the center person, sidestep in a circle around them, have a small circle of five circle and

find new partners when the music stops. The difference is that there is an extra section of right and left arm

swings and creating waves after finding new partners in Pedra before going back to the top of the dance.

A generation of Tasmanian children have been exposed to the joys of dancing to live music in

traditional formations through the dance event program. While many of the dances learned through this

program are not part of the regular Bush Dance repertoire, the exposure to standard movements/steps,

musical time signatures, coordination, cooperation and social entertainment leaves potential for the future

evolution of social dancing in Tasmania.
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The current state of Bush Dance Music in Tasmania is characterised by four central themes. The

first theme is a strong sense of place and connection to the Tasmanian landscape and environment. This is

readily apparent in the names of tunes and dances but also became obvious in the way Bush Dances have

been associated with environmental groups, especially in a fundraising capacity. Related to this, a second

theme is a strong sense of social connection and responsibility to the community. This is apparent in the

way musicians and dancers look out for each other and use their talents to support and engage the wider

community. Thirdly, Tasmanian Bush Dance Music has a strong connection to the local history which

is demonstrated in the way musicians and dancers have collected, revived, and celebrated past traditions.

Finally, however, I found that musicians and dancers also enjoy the freedom to expand on traditions and

create new material that continues to be added to existing repertoire.

The dance scene in Tasmania is comparatively small at the present as it is largely hidden and

secret to the wider society, despite some exposure through the Primary School Dance Program and some

public advertising by dance groups and the Folk Federation of Tasmania. Although many Tasmanians have

participated in a Bush Dance event once or twice in their lifetimes, either as part of a community event or

fundraiser or the Primary School Dance Program, most do not engage regularly with the dance scene.

The demographics of bush dance musicians and attendees has gone through marked shifts in the

last several decades. Many of the musicians I interviewed in the course of this study related that at its peak in

the 1970s and 80s, the dance scene involved a lot of young people from high school age up through the time

they started having families. Perhaps due to the commitments of childrearing, jobs, or other distractions

and competing forms of entertainment, many of those folks gradually left the dance scene and the average

age of bush dance attendees began to increase. The current scene seems to be mostly older people who

either have continued, or who have come back to dancing after a prolonged hiatus; apparently it does not

have as broad an appeal to younger participants as it did during the peak. There is some hope of renewing

the youthful energy at Bush Dances as there are currently a number of young musicians participating in

the dance scene through playing music with the Tasmanian Heritage Fiddle Ensemble. It is possible that

the demographics of attendees might change again in a few years as these young folks leave high school

and begin to explore their own projects. Already there are a number of new, younger bands emerging from

Heritage Fiddles, including As The Crow Flies and The Pajama Brothers; however these groups tend to

perform for audiences rather than for dances.

While Bush Dance events still happen on occasion throughout Northern and more rural parts of

Tasmania, it appears there are no regularly scheduled Bush Dances being held outside of Hobart. In the

urban capital, the Folk Federation of Tasmania began hosting Contra Dances on a bimonthly basis in late

2013 in addition to their monthly Friday night dance. There are also Scottish dances, Old Time couples

dances, and Circle dances hosted by other organizations on a regular basis. Moreover, the Folk Federation
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of Tasmania also hosts ’Danceaholics Unianimus’ nights on the second Friday of each month, barring

January, where dancers dance a variety of styles including Bush & Tasmanian Heritage dance to recorded

music. For these dances they usually use recordings from bands overseas. The recorded music does not

necessarily fit exactly with the dance.

Several small publications of collected tunes and CDs recorded by Tasmanian musicians have ap-

peared since the early 2000s. These publications have mostly come out of research driven by personal

interest. Unfortunately, the scope of their limited availability to the public reflects this: these publications

have done relatively little to change the fact that people just don’t know about the music and dance tradi-

tions in Tasmania yet. Nevertheless, with additional effort to publicise and promote these traditions on an

international scale as a part of the Celtic diaspora, there is a potential to bring musical tourism to Tasmania.

The limited distribution of these local publications and recordings perhaps fails to reach people outside of

the Tasmanian folk scene who enjoy playing and studying folk music. The current repertoire includes music

from across many generations including very recent compositions.

Despite its limited distribution, however, the Tasmanian musical development represents a distinct

cultural tradition, and its comparison to other branches of the Celtic diaspora could prove to be a potentially

fertile area of future research. In addition the decentralization of publication allowing musicians and dance

researchers to record and distribute copies of their musical and dance traditions could be another area

for research. Researchers could also look into the effects of worldwide media exchange via YouTube

and Facebook on the dance/music community. Another area for would be going further in depth into the

historical documentation of Tasmanian dance and dance music traditions including that from the Cape

Barren Island community.

One question for the Tasmanian dance community to consider is the continuity of the Primary

School Dance Program: what will become of this program when Steve Ray retires? This amazing program

is truly a labor of love and a valuable part of the Tasmanian cultural scene. Another question to be con-

sidered by future researchers and the dancing community is whether Tasmanian Heritage Music and Bush

Dancing is here to be celebrated for the long haul or if the scene is already turning toward the next fad. At

the very least, this vibrant music and dance tradition deserves recognition and celebration as a unique piece

of cultural heritage.
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